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OVERVIEW

This first interim report focuses exclusively upon the fist two years

of this five-year project--what we have called the "initial planting' ", and

"early implementati-on" statjes. As one important objectiVe of the Experimental

Schools program is to see "what sticks"--how to ,,bring about lasting change- -

a through consideration of important research and policy gueSINions of the
---,4.

Experidental Schools yogram must necessarily await completion of the five-

year period. At th t time, a report :will be issued on the lasting effects

of ,!this program--especially its effects on rural youth, rural adults, and

Ili
then our conclusions should be viewed as tentativetheir coAnities. Until

and subject toVevision as we exp d our data_collection and analysis procedures.

.111

The) finding's We present in this .report are illustrative, not definitive.

.," We have tried to-present a limited amount otinformation in a form=likely-to--

1
be useful and-interesting to-ptacticing-eddtatorgen-we-introduce-the ten

-11---- . ,
\schOol districts and describe1 some of` their history (2hapters,01nd Tkio),

. .

we identify them by name. In presenting their five-year plans and cok,siderin'ig the

il implementation of these plans to date (Chapters Three, Four, and Fiv.0; we
1= .0

have made every reasonable effori\to protect privacy. Such protection is

I/
essential in order to maintain the trust and.confidence ten schOol distriCts

have placed in us.
-,

II
= Chapter One traces the beginnings Of,the Experimental SclipoA (ES) _ _4__________.

program est.Ablished in 197,by the U. S. Office of EducatiolL It explains

11

the purposes of ES, its riteria, its prtocessTior the selection of ten

experimental si!tes., Filly it describes theJiesign of the research studies

,

Abt Associates has coordinated in orde4o document and evaluate the five-

year project.

/ -Chapter Two provides some background material on the ten sites. The

11'
first section identifies them and some of thellr pertinent statistics, a listing,

.-

in effect, of some identifiable characteristics. -A second section offers a

-nagrative sketch ofsome historical patterns that have shaped these communities.

iii
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A final section presents a look At the school districts as they art, iday, and
. ' S«

the dilemmas they face, for th most part, with the rest of rural America.

The material in this chapter has been selected primarily frr'm thy. two-

volume report, RURAL AMERICA: A Social and EducationalHiStqry of Ten

Communities, prepared by Abt Asseiciates.1 The chapter should not be seen,

however, as a-synillesis of this large report. Rather, it is an attempt to

offer the readerin brief, a viewing perspective of the rural community as

At affects this project.

Chapter Three, on the other hand:Aks a synthesis. This chapter breaks '

down those-plans drawn up with federal assistance by the ten small rural school

districts in 1972-1973. It summarizes the central questions asked in each

proposal and explains how\these communities planned to find answers.

The first section defines, the goals these school districts envisioned

for thedselves, what theywanted for their students, t r schools, and their

communities. The second section summarizes and compares the most significant

proposals for change as they appear throughout the plans. The third section

delineates their common lans for evaluating their progress and their,problems.

Chapter'Three attempts no judgments or assumptions on the eventual success

-or failure-o-U-these---propos-als --The- plans themselves; lengthy documents totaling

more *Ian 1,000 pages, are the sole source of the chapttr, a.waix, we believe,

of insuring their integrity along with that of their ALthors. The ;mice in 4

the. chapter, to the extent Possible, is the voice, in the aggregate, of the

people who drew up the plans.

Chapter Four is a destription and analysis of the amount of imultAltenta-

tion achieved by these ten school districts at the end of the 1973-74 school year.

1)
1

ophi l . FtsIMM,r1,, 1.ter Wolff, ad Abby freedman, edtOr,
*,.. Rural America: A Social and Educational History of Ten Communities

. .

`(Cambridge., Mass.: ,Abt Associates Inc., April 15, 1975).

iv



It expl4ins the terminology used to describe different
stages in the fiveyear process of change.

,
t derines the types of-educational change the experimental
Schools program is concerned with and how the ten sites
differ in their approach to these changes.

It offers some initial f' dings during the early Experimental
Schools implementation period, using several graphs to illustrate
the kind or materials used to develop pur analysis.

It suggests some pat erns of comprehensive,educational ,change, not
as concrete,evidetice, but= indicators of the kind of Mate ial
the final repoYt will coordinate.'

Chapter Five examines community and school characteristics that seem

to be assopiated With*thefindings outlined in Chapter Four. It describes hoW

the stage of a community's development, the social and cultural similarity

within a community, and the quality of life of,Aa community seem to affedt

educationalithange as prescribed by the Experimental SchOols program.
N

Thefinal*section examines the Organizational characteristic that

seem to affeCt educational change. At this stage .in the program, five such

characteristics appear to have influence on the pltogram in one direction or

another. Tnese five-the pldnning process; the desire and impetus for chang ;

the amount of experiedce with educational change within the school district'

organization; the commitment of school district leaders; and thescentralization

and coordination of decision Making processes--are briefly analyzed,in light

of the studies currently being undertaken.

Chapter Fiwe draws upon research in progress. The material is presented

with the reminder that more materials will be available to answer pressing

questions in th e next three years.

This report is interdisciplinary in focus and draws its data from a

variety of sources--historical documents, local project plans, census reports,

survey,questionnaires, interviews, and on-site participant observation. The

reader should recognize that the rules for establishing the "reliability" of

data vary greatly f om o4C4iscipline to another--what is considered'"hard':

data by the histori n, may be considered "soft" data by the experimental

psychologist. Subsequent reports will address this issue in greater detail.

sok
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PREFACE

This documwit is the first in a serios'of annual interim reports on

the substance of the Experimental Schools Program for Small SchOols Serving

Rural Areas# It has been prepared to alert educators to the potential the
,71

Experimental Schools program may hold for the improvement of education in

rural America.
,

We,plan tolissue three additional interim reports,, early in 1976,

1977 and 1978. Early i48.1979 we will issue a mati-volume,final report,.

That report will bring' together the findings of this research effort)and

direct them towards seveial audiences:

Federal decision malars interested in the policy implications
9f this portion",of tie Experimental Schools program;

Pract.i.cing educators at. all levels of the American educational,
system interested in waysthiS,program-is apiplicable-to other
'small rural school districts interested in educational improvement;

fitainers interested in the discovery of new knowledge and
techniques Which can be used to assist practicing educators
in their efforts of educational improvement.

. Researchers interested in the.study df rural education as a
social and cultural. phenomenon.

Full dociftentation of this study will not be available until. 1g7ty..

This reportddescribes only th first two years df a six-year research program.

Our focus is*primarily on the detailed plans these ten small rural school

districts prepared during the 1972-73-School yeaR and on the.r progress in'

implementing those plans during the 1973-74 school year. We will update

this report each year as we gain further insight into the implementation
A

process and as we observe changes in the students and communities affected

bstAese projects.

This long-term res rch project involves man people. We are particularly

grateful to the pupils, faculty, sta , and citizen of the ten schoolldistriCtS

which agreed to have us "look over t eir shoulders" while tht contend, with'

the problems and prospects of planned educational change. We know that our

-heed to learn about their efforts has often taken time away from their 'primary
,

task of 4,mproving their educationAl programs. They made this time available
st.

1

to us in the hope that what we learn from thei experiences can be useful to

the many other small rural school districts no participating in this experi-
,

mental. program.

onn8



CHAPTER ,OIE

INTRODUCTION
*

t

.

4n '1972 Congress reaffirmed its histo*icaPcommitment to quality

.
by, declaring that it willibe the'policy of the United States-."to providej

tri d -'

to every person an equal oppoftuniity to ,receive an education of" high quality

- regardlesl of his race, color,treligi:On, sex, nationaltoloigin, or sd'cial

I

I

4
''-'-''

i. ' , .

class. "1 After considerable study and extensive,
. '

testimonykfrom ATewnta-
a.,,

:)

tives of all segm nts of ,American` society, Congress concluded .that thqi
' i

American educational System had not achieved this objective, and that there'.
,

4, .

persists .in bur society pronounced inequalities, in the opportunity-to receive'

.
/ , i4

1

"an education of high quality.1' Although quality 6f educational /*portunity

takes many forms, it seems particuldrly prF onounced in isotated and semi-isolated

rural school districts with many low income families. '
,.

Rural America is larger than most people realize. One of everyjlaur

Americans lives

pointed out, if

largesenoughLto

in rural communities'

our urbari popul4t;io

be cla:ta'sifiedas the

or localities"."

did nit exit,

world's eighth

As one observer recently

YurahAmerica would be

lirgest country.
2

"to

the strprise.pf most Americans," James T. Hdrnet pointst,out, "there is pro-
0.

portionately three times more poverty on farms '(three in ten) than in our

0'

cities (one in ten). One half of the poverty*families, those with less than

$3,500 JAcome are rural families."
,

Thesestatisticsofrurallifein-America,are only part of the reason
J'

legislators 'h tve "shown concern for the segment of'oUr country which remains a

vestige of a highlytprized frontier way of life. The Social structures, work

patterns, and youthful aspirations of ruralAmericans are in flux. There has

been, in recent times, a decrease in the labor requirements of farms--a

'situation that has resulted in the migration of farm youth along with a

tehdency to Seek non-farm employment. Seemingly unneeded, and apparently'

table to 6U11 a living from traditional agricultural labor, young people who

have been brought*up-in rural environments tend to move in haste, without much

kU. S. Congiss, Public Law 92-318, . 390.

2Horner, James T., "Rural Schools Renaissance Vital `.for U. S.," in A Good

Life for More People: The Yearbook of Agriculture 1971 (Washington, 0. C.:

U. S. Government Printing Office, 1971), pp. 162-3.

3
ibid.
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,information or deliberation. The problems they subsequently 'face,in urban,
.- , ,

,

suburban, or extended rural areas are made mer..:Ip?inful by the poor or ,-,erely

limited educational preparation affordeditheeby their hom'-i locales.

Education in rural Amertica has, for the most part, proved -.inadequate

for preparing Youth for diversified emPloymerit patterps in urban areas aid

the possibilitiesof an increasingly mobile'way of.life-. Soeial trends, ... ..

economic change, a decrease in the ability of many communities to .remain self-
.

"%sufficient; increased state and"federar regulation, have a1 compounded, the

expectaions"rurarcitizens,place on their schools. Their educational
4 gr '

institutions; during ttfe past decade, havd rapidly. fallen behind metropolitan

systems.

NEW HELP FOR RURAL SCHOOLS
- - ,

In :July 14972 the U. S. Office'Of:Education introducd an innovative
. .

program. of educational retearch and development which could help rural t'
1,. .

communities mobilize their resources for educational improvement. It extended
. ,

to small rural school districtits Experimenthq Schools programa program

est4blished in 1971 to assist larger school districts, The Experimental
- -

S ho&ls prOgram was designed-tofest the assumption "that s.fgnificant and

lasting improvements in educatiOn, beyond those made possible by piecemeal

innovative elements,-are more likely to ocCur if comprehengive changes are

introduced,-into all elements of a 'chool system.
4

#
This idea had its roots in previougly funded federal experiments.

During the 1960's thousands of educaO.ohal improvement projects (manyl

supported by Title 111 'of the Elemerkary and Secondary Education Act of 1965)

were optimistically inaugurated. ,In spite of an enormous effort by devoted

teachers, pupils, parents, administrators, and researchers, it was apparent

at the end of the decade that these programs had not brought about lasting

improvements. Educational systems were far more complex, it appeared, than

many innovrator;s realized.-
fi

Concurrently,' the Ford Foundation conducted $30 million "Comprehensive

rSchool Imp4ovement Program." Their limited research tuggests that a compre-

hensive program ought to "look beyond the manipulation of variables withtn,

the school and reckonmore directly with outside factors such as financing.

parent expectations, and 1(Aal social and political pressures.

4
NIE: Its History alld Programs (Washirigtoh, D. C.: NIE ,Dffice of Public

Information, February 246, p. 38.

5
A Foundation Goes to School (New York: The Ford Foundation, 1972), p. 40.

(1()21 n
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The U. S. Office of Education wanted to base its new initiatives on

what had been learned from past. experiences. In order to study the impact

of locally -initiated conducatioalchange, in 1971 the Office of

Education believed it essential that:

11
School districts analyze their own problems and.devise

_their own solutipns.

Local school personnel and the community choose new curriculum,

organization, staffing, and internal evaluation.

School districts includeoin their plans fOr chankle all
,significant elements of their school programs v,4'. tnat each,

area is consistent with and supportive of all other areas.

All gradeet eels (K-12) be included in plans for change.

Target populations be large enough for the new programs to be

signii.ficant but small enough to be thoroughly evaluated.

Projects last for five years to allow for continuity and
internal integrity while possible alternatives are tested

and retested.

The federal government agreed to commit long -tern funding and tech-

nical assistance to a small number of diverse rur&l school districts. In

return, those districts would plan and implement their own programs. Throu441

such agreements researchers hoped to learn how to help other school districts

with similar needs and problems.

In sum, the Experimental Schools program emphasizes locally-initiattcL

comprehensive educational change depend* loon community participation with

provision for systematic documentation and evaluation. The program's goal

is to study a few in'order to affect many.

A NATIONWIDE COMPETITION

In March 1972, the Experimental Schools program announced a competition.

All school districts in the United States with less than 2,500 puptis.and

serving primarily rural areas were invited to express tNr interest in a new

five-year project.

Cou'ld interested school districts propose ways to build upon the

strengths <inherent in their local communities? They were counseled not to

be defensive about being a small district, and to suggest how they Yuld

"seek quality and improvement in ways spec1fically appropriate to smallness.

6
Experimental+Schools Program: Announcement, of a Competition. foi7;Small Po 1

'schools (Washington, D. C.: U. S. Office of Education, Marct 10, 1972) p< 1



lnt4rested school districts were asked to submit informai lotters4uf

in They were advised that all grade. levels (F.-121 and all tudents

flu: -.t be Included in their plans, and attention given to probl'el,ms of pool 1-;

performing students and students from low income families. Their lettpers

be reviewed by a selection committee interested iii the folroWi-n,qgu stic s:

Does the community and student population meet predefined
criteria fora small school district serving a rural area?

Do the ideas for educational change use local strengths
and resources .to overcome weaknesses?

Doesthe district's proposal see.rw likely to cO'rcomeits
Stated weaknesses?

Does the proposal represent a "comprehensive" approach to
problem solving?

will the proposed changes meet needs of individual
students in the district? '

Will the community be signiicantlY involved in all
aspects of the project?

Will the proposal benefit,the district as a whole?

will the project provide for quality education in small,
rural areas?

Approximately 320 school districts responded tiPAthellExperimental

Schools" invitation, and twelve were selected for participation. Six were

awarded one-year grants to plan in greater detail a five:-year pToject of

comprehensive educational change, with a firm understanding subsequently th!,.

they would be funded for four additional years; six others re ceived one' year

planning grants, but with the understanding that long-term funding would be

conditional upon the resUlts of their one-year planning r_rocesa, 'Four of

those-six were subsequently awarded long-term funding. °

Experimental Schools fundihg has been provided these ten schoo

for a transformation of their educational program. It ,_cannot used to pay

for activities ali?eady under way, for routine captial improveMi-,nt,

the acquisition of materials. As one NIE official described then, these'

funAs should prQvideta fiv,4»!,ear "bubble" in each school d'istrict'S budget.

They are designee to bear the expense` -of comprehensive educational change.

Al



At the *nd of this five-year period, these School districts are expected to

be doing Very different things educationally--without depending op external

funds for continuing projects'Whichcame about because of their ES involvement.,

4eTen small rural school distric'ts survived a rigorous selection process.

They stood ready t? develop and implement their own comprehensive plans for

-educational change. Geographically, they are diverse--located in distinct

regions of the United States (see Figure 1.1).

REaEARCH TO ASSIST* PRACTICE

The Experimental Schools program also conducted a nationwide, comtition

to select an independent research organization to "document and evaluate" its

small rural schoOls p4oject.7* Each interested organization was aliked to indicate

its Capabilities to conduct a large-scale, long-term research effort. Ho4' Would.

they deal with a series of complex organizational and inter - organizational

problems inherent in this type of applied educational research?

In June 1972Abt*Associates won thatcompetition. Abt Associates was

then asked4to design and implement a documentation and - evaluation program to study

the "six small rural ,4chd6d,districts given long-teranktcommitments. This research
;,

was transferred to the National Institute of Education on Atigust 1, 1972.

In June,1973 the number of school districts was increased from six to ten.

Since July 1972 those ten school districts have been busy planning

and itaplementing their five -year projects and Abt Associates has been coord-

inatingits program for their documentation and evaluation. Abt Associates'

current evaluative design calls for a series of separate, coordinated research

studies within a single broad effort called"A Longitudinal Study of Educational

:hangein Rural America," or more briefly, "Project Rural." Two studies are

inq conducted independently. at each di-Strict. They -are tailored to the

unique characteristics-Of these communities, their school systems, and their

1/
plans for comprehensive change. These "site-specific" studies ask the following

*1,

questions:

_-U. S. Office of Education, -"Request for Proposals No. 74756, Evaluation and
-Documentation of Experimental Schools Projects in Small Schools Serving

. -
Rural Areas, May 10, 1972.

"-
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What factors in the social and educational history of each

district'can help others to understand better how to plan

And implement compreKensive educational change?'

What factors in the contemporary life of each school district

and its associated communities an help others to understand

better how to/plan and implement comprehensive educational

4 change?

Three other studies use uniform research designs for all ten school

districts. These "cross-site" studies ask the following questions:

*What characteristics of communities. influence and are influ

enced by the process of locally-initiated colkorehensive edu-

cational change?

What characteristics of schools and school districts influence

and are influenced by'the process of locally-initiated compre-
hensive echifttlbnal change?

Wh at characteristics of pupils influence and are influenced

by the process of locally-initiated comprehensive educational

change?

Abt Associates has assembled a multi-disciplinary team of anthro-

polpgists, educaths, sociologists, and social psychologists. Cross-site

studies are directed by persons trained in analytic survey research. They

work primarily in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Abt's approach to cross-site

datallections deper on a blend of survey and field methods,

Site-specific studies are directed and conducted by trained "field

workers" who live full-time in each of the ten districts, Each field

worker:

is a principal investigator for a "site history" and "a site

case study".

is a source of information for portions of the cross-site studies.

arranges for the administration of some of the survey

questionnaires.

of) 15



Abt is also pul:suihg a sitikties of policy questions which will draw

their answers from-the above noted studies: One set focuses primarily on

the objectives of the Experimental Schools program. Spe"cifically:

an a holistic, district-wide approach fo educational fept

change fri-small rural school districts produce lasting

beneficial results?
*

How do small rural school districts implement formative

evaluation procedures so that they can benefit from the

Experimental Schools program?

How can Experimental Schools prograth findings serve other

small rural school districts interested in locally-initiated

educational change?

Abt is also interested in a series broader questions of public

policy. Specifically:

What educational needs set small rural - school diStricts apart

from larger suburban and urban counterpartt?

What different patterns4Of educational neecls are found in

different types of small rural communities?

How can educational resources of thrall rural school

districts be mobilized to contribute to the overall quality

of life in rural communities?

How can other local resources contribute to the schooliig of rural

youth and the continuing education'of rural adults?

What is the impact of comprehensive edUcational change on

the overall quality of life in small rural communities?

What is a productive balance, between federal, state, and

local initiatives in achieving lasting educational/change

in small rural school districts?

In areas where local initiatives are not feasible, what is

a productive balance between outside project funding, technical

assistance, and project monitoring activities?
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CHAPTER TWO

TEN RURAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS'

Comprehensive educational change does not occur in rural co unities in

isolation from social, economic, geological, and historical factors - )factors which

affect all local school systems. In these ten rural school diStrict ,
2

separated

by geography and size from the fragmentation and sophistication sf larger, more

complicated urban Society, this interlocking of education, local customs, and

attitudes seems all the more striking. The people of these communities are often

still in touch with theilkhistorical roots. Many '`founding faMilies still 1 in
A4

homes built by grandparents-:Who homesteaded the 3surrounding land. Several c mmun-

ities are barely 100 years. old. Schooling, and therefore.schoolS have/only

recently become an,isste is these "frontier" commu4ties.

Understanding the roles these ten school districts have played in

America's frontier expansion is crucial to an understanding f their schools

today. The men, women, and children whO survived and thrive in frontier

life have left behind a legacy--a strong sense of individualism; a true value
.

paced on neighborliness; a fundamental attachment to working the land; and

a spirit,of industriousness which in its day kept a vision of riches and
111,"

opportunity ina the mind of-ead:h-settler.

This chapter analyzes the differences and similarities in the way

historical development affected these ten school districts so that in 1972,

when the Experimental Schools program took form in each district, a variety of

rural experiences could be tested. The first section includes a series of

basic facts about each district. It identifies the ten rural school districts.

and provides current statistical infOrmation on-each one.

1Historical statements made in this chapter are based primarily upon an analysis

of the social and educational histories of eac school distrit prepared by Abt

Associates Inc. under contract to the National Institute of Education. Fbr the

more complete historical statements, see Stephen J. Fitzsimmons and Peter Wolff,

Editors, Rural America: A Social and Educational History of Ten Communities

(Cambridge, Mass.: Abt Associates Inc., April 15, 1975).

2Throughout this report we have used the term, "school district" to refer to the

administrative unit for these ten Experimental SchoOls projects. However, in one

instance (Union 58), the administrative unit is a supervisory union of three

autonomous districts. In another instance (Quilcene) the administrative unit

involves two autonomous districts, each with, its own contract with the National

Institute of Education.

9
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I
A Second section considers significant historicalvatterns emerging during

the ecArly sett'ement period of these localities and suggests some lasting effects

th the community at /large and the educational systedi in particular.

The final section examines,the school distriCts as they look today, and explores

some dilemmas which they--and most other _small rural school districts--currently face.

BASIC FACTS

State: Alaska

School Disirict: Craig School District

Number'eePilpils (1972-73): 148,

Number of Schools (1972-73): 2

Per-Pupil Expenditure (CPI-Adjusted) -t197273): $1,215

Location: On Prince of Wales Island, 60 air, miles west of*Ketchi-

. kan, 750 miles north of Seattle, 220 mi. south of -Junea

Area: 75 acres (1972)

.First White Settlement: 1911

Population (1970): 272

Major Communities: Craig

Major Industries: Forestry, fishing, manufacturing (canning,
wood products)

State: Arizona

School District: Willcox Public Schoo istrict

Number of Pupils (1972-73): 1,503

Number of Schools 1197273); 3

Per-Pupil Expenditure (CPI-Adjusted (1972-73): $88;:;

Location: in Cochise County, 80 miles east of Tucson

Area: 925 square miles

First Anglo Settlement: circa 1858

Population (1970): 4,535

Major Communities: Willcox

Major Industries: Agriculture (cattle), tourism, retail trade
and services

3
In order to standardize cross-site comparisons of per-pupil expenditure for
regional cost-of living differences, the per-pupil expenditure data reported
by each district ere adjusted using consumer price index (CPI) data for non-
metropolitan areas

r
in the fall of 1973. See U.S. Department of Labor, Monthly

Labor Review (August, 1974), P. 59.



State: Kentucky

School District: Hancock County SchoOl District

Number of Pupils (k972-73): 1,910

Number of Schools (1972-73): 4
2

Per -Pupil Expenditure(CPI-Adjusted) (1972-73): $739

Location: On the Olio River 90 miles west of Louisville

Area: 187 square miles

First Settlement: circa 1800

Population (1970): 7,0Et0

Major ComMunities: Lewisport, Hawesville

Major Indletries: Agriculture (tobacco, cattle, corn, soybeans
and wheat), manufacturing (stone, clay, luimber
and paper' products, sheet-plate aluminum)
contract construction, retail,rade, and
services

State: Michigan

School District: Constantine Public Schools

Number of Pupils (1972-73): 1,668

Number of Schools (1972-73} 4

Per-Pupil Expenditure (CpkAdjusted) (1972-73): $787

Location: In portions of Cass and St. Joseph Counties, 35
miles south of Kalamazoo and 35 mites northeast
of South Bend, Indiana

Area: 110 square miles

First Settlement: 1828

Population (1970): 5,038

Major C unities': Constantine

Major Industries: Manufacturing (patipr products, milk products,
recreational vehicles), retail' trade, services
and farminq
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State: Mississippi

School DistriCt: Perry Anty School District

1Number of Pupils (1972-73): 1,507
s.

Number of Schools (1972-73): 6i

6r-Pupil Expenditure (CPI -Adjured) (1972-73),; $672
.

Location: 100 miles southeast of Jacksorganf 60 miles
northwest of Mobile

Ada: 528 square miles

First Settlement: circa 1812

(Populatiouj1970): 5,908

Major Communities: NWw Augusta, Beaumont, and Runneistowh

Major Industries: :Logging, manufacturing (wood produclis, textiles
retail trade

State: New Hampshire

School District: Sppervispry Union 58 (comprised o the North-

, umberland, Stark, and Stratford Sc hool Districts)

Number of Pupils' (197( 773): 1,128

Number of Scho ols (1972-73): 4

Per-Pupil ExpenditUre (CPI= - Adjusted) (1972-73): $473

LoCation: In Co6's Cbunty 27 miles northwest* of Berlin,_ N. 0., 29

miles northeadt-of Littleton, N. d., 130 mills southeast
of Montreal, and 180 miles northwest of Boston

Area: 179 square miles

First Settlement: 1767

IP

Population (1970): 3,816

Major Communities: Groveton and North Stratford

Major Industries: Manufacturing (paper and wood, roducts),"retail
trade and services

12
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State: Oregon

School District: South Umpqua Sdhool District 19C

Numbet of PUpils (1972-73): 2,275

Numbemof Schools (1972-73)4 5

Per-Pupil Expenditure (CPI- Adjusted)- i1972-73): $884

Location: In southern Douglas County 90 miles south of Eqgeneand
90 miles northAof Medford

Area: 340 square miles

First Settlement: 1851

Population 11970):

.Major Communities:

Major Industries.:"

8,037

Canyonville, Tri-City, Myrtle Creek,,Ndth
Myrtle, South Myrtlei

Manufa?turinq (lumber mills),
services

retail! trade,.and

State:

School

Number

Number

Sotith,DakotaT

District: Lead-Beadwood Schofl District #106

of Pupils (1972-73): 2,350

of SchoOls (1972-73) : 8

expenditure (CPI-Adjusted) (1972-73): $L,176

In Lawrence-County 45 miles northwest of Rapid City,,400
miles north of l*Iver, and 600 miles west of
Minneapolis-St. Paul
430 square miles

Per-Pupil

Location:

Aied:

First Settlement: 1875

Popul4tion (1970): 9,858

Major Communities: Lead, Deadwood

Major Industries: Mining (gold),, tourism, forestry, retail
trade, and services

11
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State: Washington

School Districts: Quilcene School Dist?
Brinnon School Distri

Number of Pupils (1972-73): 341_

:Number of SChools (1972-73): 3
#

Per-Pupil Expenditure (CPI-Adjus ted) (1972-72): $1,016,

Locati : In Jefferson County 26 miles south of Port Townsend,
0 miles west of Seattle, 47 miles southeast of POrt

Angeles
Area: '100 square miles

First Settlement: 1860

Population (1970):

Major Communities:

Major industries:

1,998

Quilcene, Brinnon

Logging, oyster harvesting, government
laboratoriesd+tourism, retail trade, and
services '

4

State: Wyoming
tP

School District: Carbon County School District No.

Number of Pupils (1972-73)r 1,392

Number of Schools (1972-73)1 "12

Per-Pupil Expenditure (CPI-Adjusted) (1972-73): $1,329

Location: 130 miles south of Casper, Wyoming, 75 miles west of
Laramie, Wyoming and 200 miles north of Denver.
Colorado.

Area: 4,300 square miles

First Permanent Settlement: 18§0

Population (1970): 4,138

Major Communtities: Encampment,Riverside, Saratoga, Elk
Mountain, Hanna, Elmo, Medicine Bow,
McFadden, and Shirley Basin

Major Industries: Agriculture (sheep and cattle), extraction
(coal, oil! and uranium)", manufacturing ,(lumber
mills), tourism, retailtrade, 'and services

14
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HISTORICAL PATTERNS

The,American frontier attracted all sorts of new people throughout the

/18th and 19thienturies, but those who settled in one area br another during

that period were primarily interested in only a few pursuits. Most were farmtrs,

ranchers, loggers, or miners-. May were chiefly interested in acqUiring large

tracts of land while it was being offered cheaply--in some *stases merel' for the

asking. On the whole, the ten school districts involved in the Experimental

Schools rural program were settled by people looking for one or another of these

possibilities.

The towns of Northumberland, Stratford and Stark that make up

Supervisory Union 58 in Cobs County, New Hampshire, the only northeastern

school district in the project, were the first to be settled by Europeans

among the ten project school districts. All three were granted charters between
...,

1761 and 1764 A which makes themthree times as old as Graig, the youngest European
a*

settlement.in t!ie program. The fact that Coos County was settled at all is
*

something of a marvel. The winters are long and severe; the growing season,

lasts barely from June to mid-September. In 1770, no roads could be found

into or out f Cobs. Wagons couldn't enter until-after 1800, when a road.

through the bite Mountain Notch as built. Settlers who wanted to go south
,

had to travel by canoe on the Connecticut River--when it wa's,open--or by oxcart

on ice during months when the river was frozen over.

Understandably, the area now encompassing Union 58 developed slowly.

A3y 1840,4se three towns had atotal population of less jran 1,200 people.

They werefarthers for the,most part, and they consumed most of what they

produced. Trade was mostly by barter and the route south still arduous.

Railroads came to northern New Hampshire in 1840, and CoOs County

developed rapidly into a vigorous producer of lumber and wood products,.

The area's agricultural business also expanded as railroads, enabled Coos

County farmers to ship their products to the populous towns in southern

Maine. With the coming of the railroad, the milk industry also boomed, and at

one time North Stratford had a large creamery which processed local milk and

marketed it as far south as Boston, 200 miles away.

1840 to 1900 were productive and promising years for Cods County.

After 1860, several saw mills were built in Groveton and they ushered in

the logging era. These mills turned out millions of board feet of lumber,



much of which was shipped by rail to the urban areasof New England. Tlie

Connecticut River became a source for large log drives which sent millions of

board feet of spruce logs floating to mills in Massachusetts. These rives,

held in the spring, when the river was high, were full of excitement for local

people. TheircelebtationW, however, were short lived. The good fortunes of

Co CS County associated with lumbering peaked at the turn of the century."

Afte.e1900, most accessible virgin timber had been cut. The towns of

Stark and Stratford, both of which grew and prospered with the lumber industry,

declined shortly thereafter. The White Mountains NatiOnal Forest was established

in 1911, restricting lumbering operations throughout northern New Hampshire.

Technological developments also undercUt several industries dependent on wood

products. The development of cloth and paper bags,-for example, closed a

large."stave and heading" mill iz3 North Stratford. ,Cardboard bobbins replaced

wooden bobbins, and another area industry closed dogn.

Technology also took its toll in agricultUre. As modern farming methods

led to increased production and efficiency, marginal farming areas like northern

New Hampshire became uneconomical. By 1900, two ajor industries of the area

had peaked and begun their decline.

Norttumberland, the third school district in Union'58, did*not experience

the same decline after'1900 because two manufacturing plants were located

in the town between 1890 and 1910. Paper manufacturing ---a process which can

use a poor quality wood--took the place of lumbering and Jagriculture. Pulp and

paper production became a vital industry,'one which sustains the area to this

day. In Stratford, after the Great Depression, the Brown Paper Company pur-

chased the old stave and heading mill and began manufacturing plywood. But

plylpOd did not pay as well as paper, and Stratford never again achieved its

foYmer level of prosperity. In 1970, even the plywood m111 had closed in

North Stratford, and the community lost its,majof source of employment. Fore

:men and managers,left town, taking, with them much of the''area's leadership.

In their 200-year histories, the towns of Union 58 grew slowly and

enjo ed brief "booms." Although they have gore or less maintained them-

selves, they have not enjoyed the growth and prosperity that characterizes

other areas of the country.
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;rhe history of Union 58, New Hampshire has many parallels in the nine

other rural sites. Many localities share the historical tradition of using

land in specialized ways for farming and lumbering until it no longer supported

these special uses., Many were unable to find Other economic uses for the
4

land or to replenish it. When this happeted, many farmers and logge4s looked

for hew land, either in a nearby territory or further west. Perry County,

Mississippi, is the only district in which land resources have been successfully

replenished so that another generation could reap sizeable harvests. In the

1930'si' the Civilian Conservation Corps sponsored massive reforestation

procedures,-a process that later significantly enhanced the.county's economic

. condition.

The ecology of each area, then, tends to be as significant as early

settlement patterns., Salmon'rgns in Craig, Alaska, for instance, were over-

exploited, causing, in 1950, the collapse of large scale salMon fishing industry.

As fiskfing and canning had been Craig's major industries, its population declined

rapidly. In 1970, with 400 citizens, Craig has the lowest per capita income

leveliof all ten districts.

Five school districts were once extremely rich in natural minerals.

Craig, Alaska, Carbon County, Wyoming, Hancock County, Kentucky, Lead-Deadwood,

South Dakota, and South Umpqua, Oregon still have a variety of accessible

mineral resources; yet they are not rich, today, in those-deposits. Gold and

silver, coal, oil, copper,and iron are available, but none provide the com-

munities with significant mining dependencies, with the -exceptions of Lead-

Deadwood and Carbon County wherje fully operational gold and coal mihTrig,
k

respectively, affect many aspe&ts of coMmunity life.

Farming and ranching are still prime sources of income in nine of thy-,

4 districts, though only one of the nine (Willcox, Arizona) is inyolve6 in

lartie-$Cdife) competIttve "agribustness." The other eight are similar t Itrrt.vrr

With eictrc:mtelly fe t Ir laud lu the river vall,,y hut a ;i3r-rimilding terruiii

that heavily forested, Ranching is full of similar problcms., to South

Umpqua, for example, the range land is not as rich as other range land

available to huge ranching operations in the United States. More acres,

therefore, are needed to feed fewer cattle than are needed in other more t tile

areas. The area-around Willcox, however, is considered by many ti: be the

best range land in Arizona.

17



Two groups of people tend to dominate the early settlement of all ten

school districts. One group appears to have been restless, on the move for

bigger and better "opportunities. As soodas one area appeared to.be drying

up--or was apparently ready for profitable sale--this group moved on.

Another, group approached_ each frontier with a wish for stability.

They wanted to put down roots.VCo8s County maintained a slow bUt steady
6growth 61 such settlers. :Opportunity for land speculation or quick fortune

was not available. our western districts, Carbon County, Craig, South Umpqua'
v

and-Quilcene, Washington, we)e settled by people who felt the frontier had

been reached. More than anytbing4else, these settlers_seemed to want to

establish a stable society.

Most districts had' wo or three major economic attractions. Farming,

of course, was the most prevalent. Sp districts-, however, were built up

around one important natural resource. Craig subsisted almost entirely on

its fishing industry and in Lead, the Hon stake Gold Mine, still in operation'

today, was the sole reaSft for the town's establishment 100 years ago. Much

of Lead real estate, for example, is rented or-leased from the mine which runs

under the town, prohibiting bedrock title to mast of the land. Local citizens

have discovered they can't get normal mortgaging through most banks because

they can't fully own the land their houses are built on.

If 'a locality wasn't superbly suited to farming or some other industry

during the opening of the frontier,"it often sprang up simply because it was

on the way to other lands further west. Willcox, Arizona, situated in the

midst of semi-arid land, seemingly unsuited to agriculture, becalle a way

station in 1858 for a stage route from St. Louis and Memphis to Sari Francisco.

In 1878, the Southern Pacific Railroad ".:oMpany began building its trans-

continental track through Arizona. company policy required the gstablishmerd-_

of work camps every eight miles along the route. Today 4.ittle remains of

these small camps, except those which grew into townssuch as Willcox.

The early settlement of most of these communities was strongly

influenced bv- the eventual arrival of women. In mo cases, whenever d

communitywas established (wraith generally meant that it had been made sat,_,

transportation routes had te rl cteared, the means for making a living and

housing provided) women were sent for. The arrival of women meant to any

frontfrontier town that''a new phase was about to begin. Women meant families,

homes, and children. Women meant "civil zing" the town,. The arrival of

women, and subsequently, children, also meant the establishment of schools

18
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EARLY EDUCATIONAL PATTERNS

Aural schoolhouses generally served as communitysocial centers where

pie suppers, dances, Christmas pageants, barbecues, and public meetings were

held Beyond that, they symbolized the dawn of a neighborhood. They brought

a change into the wilderness air.

The operation of a local school district served, iMportantly, as

a way to educate Tople about the workings of local and county government,

particularly in fiscal and political matters.

The first schools were small and isolated, serving, for the most part,

individual neighborhoods within each county. T4 serve larger areas would ham

meant teensporting children ciii* many miles of
r
ough terrain in a time when

modern transportation was neither available nor imagined.

It is not surprising that the first of our districts to embark On

public education is located in New England, whgre in 1647, Mattsachusetts

enacted into law the first statewide concept of public education. In Cods

County;town,records report apropriattons for public schooling from its

earliest days (the 1.7601s) and regular school sessions also seem to Tie

been conducted from the,start. Aany of the earliest schools in other districts
0

wcreiprivate and supported by tuition paid by local families. Private schools

were usually in session a major part of the year. Once public education

started, school sessions were shorter, oitten'only 3 or 4 months of the year--
_

a problem due in part to insuffigient funds. Perry, South Umpqua, and Willcox

all began with these abbreviated programs.

Some communities,Aom the other hand, moved quickly in the direction of

ir9n.4 annual sessions. Constantine, Michigan, had a public

twelve- month required attendance, only twenty years after

School facilities expanded in most communities at

school system, and

its initial settlement.

the turn of-the 20th

century, a change that meant more for some communities than for others.

Willcox,. for example, has always replaced its school buildings at regular

iAtervals and has the newest and most up -to -date facilities of all ten

sites. At the other end of this spectrum, the four schools in Union,58 in

New Hampshire were all built before 1917.

19
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Prior to the 1960's, however, most of these communities had spent

nearly 40 years with a stable and fairly well protected way of life that

enabled"their schools to rest comfortably within the traditional confines of

educational patterns accepted prior to the first world war. Self-contained

classrooms, emphasis on textbook learning, low teacher turnover, small local

schools, neighborhood.school b6ards (mostly on a volunteer basis), defined for

these rural communities an uncomplicated system for educating their children,

one which they had enough confidence in to leave'pretty much alone. For many

families, the same teacher who taught the parents in grade school later

taught their young children. These teachers, mostly.women, were established

figures in the town. Discipline for the youth of the community was rigidly

controlled, with teachers and parents sharing conventional attitudes towards

child rearing and social performance.

The 19601-s brought to these tenietistriis some changes that have

affected the expectations placed upon'aeir schools. For several communities--

Hancock, Constantine, Willcox, Quilcene, South Umpqua, and Carbon County--

changes in the work force and types of occupational roles were required by

new industries- in their areas. Many of their citizens, it turned out,

wanted to live "in the country" but without farming in'-4 serious way. Rural

non-farm residences became more popular than working a farm, or living in a

village. These families gradually began to vocalize their concern about

educating their children in a way that would be responsive to their life

expectations, expectations that did not necessarily include perpetuating a

rural way of life.

Rural youth, during this tire, slowlY assimilated some of the attitudes

of social, rebelliousness prevalent during the mid-60's in urban centers. In

Constantine, for instance, the young people werq anxious during the early 70's

to shed their "hick background" and assimilate di dress, speech, and political

sentiment the "youth culture" that had filtered into rural areas.

This process of assimilation took time, with most children in these

districts aware of the cultural lack between themselves and their urban peers.

Although theY are concerned about "catching up", as shown by their attempts

to travel more, visit cities and purchase clothes, records and literature there,

they are cautious. While many young peode in these communities want to lessen

the cultural distance to the cities around them, they do not necessarily want

to live 0. urban environments. Some who think they do, in fact, ,:4ten t,?tuun.

20
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tiome, perhaps from a nostalgic wish totget back to their roots, live the way
I .

their pa wished them to. Others find it difficult to cope with an urbanre:"
pace of life.

"currently, there is a sense of uneasiness, infringement, and frustra-
,

tion among these rural communities, coupled with some pride in rural ways,

tome conventional values that include a wistful yearning for the autonomous

community that their forebears had sustained. As late as -'the 1920's, the-self-

sufficiency of many of these communitiesNoutweighed their dependenN on the

outside worad for services and goods. Currently, however, changes i transpor-

tation, communications, mechanization,agricultural production,-and integration

of various levels of society have lessened their ability to maintain self-

sufficiency.

National trends in education have also intruded on rural life. As

their citizens have struggled tcpmaintain individualism in the midst of

economic diversification, aria in the face of sociological transformation across

the country, these communities have also confronted thenecessity (they were

told) of school district consolidation. More than the problems of their youth,

district consolidation and economic changes (both discussed in a subsequent

section of this chapter) have forced these communilties to.begin an internal

dialogue over the future of rural education.

This dialogue had barely begun in 1972 when the Experimental Schools

program was in its geAtlination stage. All ten of these districts had minimum

experience with federal funds in the field of education. ESA Title I and

III funds had been explorer by almost all of the districts; Head Start programs

had been initiated in several p but none of the federal funds coming into these

districts were very large. Por the most part, citizens felt that federal money

was a mixed blessing, and they were wary of any outside influence determining for

them the direction of their children's education. It was difficult, oftv.n, io

determine the worth of a program when it had a federal label on it.

Several districts took great pride in their schools, placing a high

value on education for their children. But some felt differently. It was not

immediately apparent to them how a "modern" eddcation or any prolonged period

in a school system would benefit their children. Academic skills were rec,ognized

as important.. But how could such an education make a child grow up to be a great

fisherman, or even catch enough fish to make him competitive with the current
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market? EducatiOn, it seemed to many, was not necessarily going to produce

an-aggressive crop of loggers, or farmers, or ranchers.

Prior to their selection in the ExperiMentgl Schools program, these

districts were asked to enumerate the resources and problems in their educa-

tionalr systems. Their response, as stated in their letters of interest,

indicate this conflict between what they thought to be happening in and vital

to the rest of the world, and their urge to retain what they valued in their

communities. "According to test results," one district responded, "many of

our students are underachievers (particularly in reading and mathematics)."

On the same page one district lists its problem--"limited parental

support," and "limited interest and understanding of citizens of educational

needs"; and its resources--"some well-informed parents who press for a more

relevant and productive educational program." This message might read, "There

are some here who are concerned about the direction of our education and will

be vocal advocates for change in our schools; but some here are ambivalent

a w. I resist change and interference."

This is, perhaps, an age-old conflict, yet one that has particular

meaning for small rural communities where voices are heard, for the most

pact, face-to-face, between people who are dire &tly involved.

Several communities report that daily atttndance-in schools is low;

the dropout rate is high;.teacher turnover has drastically increased; there

are limited curriculumIrofferings; inadequate financing; a high retention rate

of underachievers with no appropriate programs to accommodate special needs.

The plans that eventually emerged from these communities (Chapter Three)

indicate a common goal for changes in these areas. Diversity in educational

options is particularly needed in rural localities where there will always

be some children equipped and anxious to go on to higher education, as well as

0 qoodly proportion who will rapidly enter the work force--a rural work forc

at that

CURRENT RURAL DILEMMAS

By 1972, when the Experimental Schools program issued its invitation

to isolated rural communities, these ten school districts were facing a

number of common rural dilemmas. First, they needed to solve the problem of

economic planning--for many, economic survival. Second, they wanted to find

ways to preserve theirNzural flavor, their life-style and work habits, while
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meeting, at the same time, the deMands of their youth, and in some cases,

inAnstrial promises or possibilities. Third, they had just emerged from a'

process of school district consolidation, a process which had left scars in

each locality. Some needed to find ways to heal those wounds and make tA.644L.:_s

newly consolidated districts work for each .locality - -to preserve local

integrity.

Economic Changes

Through the sixties, the communities within these ten school districts

-experienced a series of ups and downs. Their economic development was

influenced by two general trends: some communities hung on to one or two

industries for their major economic sustenance, developing a single or

narrow industrial base; others were more diversified, broad&ing their base

of economic dependence.

Craig, Alaska, Union 58, New Hampshire, Perry County, Mississippi,

and Lead-Deadwood, South Dakota, for example, changed very little during the

60's. They were all dependent on one or two maj r industries. Their lack of
.

diversification has affected their growth, and social titudes.
. .

The other six school districts have diversified their economies.

Constantine, Michigan, for instance, depended on agriculture and small industry

for many years. Its economy, consequently fluctuat# with the rise and fall of

river and rail transportation. With changes in national patterns of life

style and recreation, Constantine became a locale of new mobile home and

recreation vehicle manufacturing plants, creating an entirely new industrial

basi?.

Quilcene, Washington began its economic life as a logging, farming, and.
t.

Mining community. Then in the 1920's, the federal governMent built forest

service and fish hatchery installations there; and these continue to affect

the economic condition of Quilcene.

Willcox, Arizona began as a railroad community. Beginning in the early

1900's as farmers de4opped irrigation systems, their farming potential multi-

plied. By the 1960's, retirement communities and other service industries

provided several other opportunities.

These ten school districts, as a result, face separate problems.

Diversification offers, on the one hand, economic sustenance, especially'

during upheavals in industry. It also means industrial expansion, industrial

work patterns, and the likelihood of losing valuable rural qualities-

ecological balance and beauty, smaltprfirelaxation and independence.
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Hancock County, Kentucky is a good example of a community growing rapidly

due to industrial expansion but riskipg, in the bargain, a loss of a rural

life style.

During the 1950's and 1960's, Hancock expanded its inclustrialtectot

consciously and successfully. Tile manufacturers, paper mills, and aluminum

processing plants located on some of the higher kidgesin the Ohio River

bottoms. Seventeen hundred new jobs were created between 1960 and 1970. ,,-

Hancock expanded. It expanded its dreams for economic diversity and an

array of occupational optio4 for its citizens. It alsoxpanded its population

and overnight was flooded with new families seeking housing and good public

schools. The school system was not prepared for such a huge influx of new

students and was overwhelmed. It also found itself answerable to new demands

from industrial leaders that the school system be responsive to eequests of

new residents for modern eduCational programs.

Hancock, Consequeritly, provides a unique testing ground-'for the

Experimental Schools program. Of all the ten school districts, it has taken

the initiative to Avamp its school-system while undergoing dramatic change

in its socioeconomic patterns. In spite of problems and the concern of some

that Hancock will lose more than it gains, Hancock is embracing change in

several aspects of life.

Communities that have not diversified are more likely to retain their

rural flavor, but face another problem--how to keep their youth content with

a community life that offers few occupational options and meager economic

reward.

Many rura communitles experience a trend towards in-migration during

national periods`- :ef inflation, recession, and depression. During the 1930's,

for example, population expanded in ail ten df these school districts. When

higher paying "urban" jobs become scarce, urbanites seemed to want to return

to a more basic way of life, living closer to the land. -A parallel trend

which may affect these ten localities seems to be occurring in the mid-1970's.

District Consolidation

Playing against these

to retain rural smallness and

consolidation, of rural school

problems of economic expansion, and the wish

independence, has been a national trend towards

districts. All ten districts have experienced

consolidation controversies within the past several years.

( :1 2
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Consolidation was conceived as an answer to the difficulties most

rural communitifs share--raising the money needed to operate a modern school

system. Consolidation, it is argued, can equalize resources available for

education in different parts of rural counties. Consolidation can create a

larger and more efficient school district. It can ease the problem of

teacher recruitment. Because teacher salaries cart. be made competitive with

larger school districts,in the area, the pool of potential teaoters may be

larger, and the rate of turnover may decline.

This solution to the problems of these ten school districts, however,
i I

did t take into account *joie small town schools often play in maintaining

comm., ity identification. Schools are one of few remaining institutions
.

overI°

which there is still some local, rather than state or federal, control. Many

high schoolsave become in the eyes of residents a symbol of community prestige.

Athletic teams elicit a lot of excitement and loyalty from all generations.

They have helped define local identity and have become important to rural

culturalctivity. To lose their schools, many feared, would be to lose this

sense of local definition. 4

In the 1960's attempts were made by the state of New Hampshire to

dissolve Union 58 and have the districts of Northumberland and Stark join with

several other towns in forming a consolidated regional school district. This

was resisted bitterly and successfully.

111
CarbOn County, Morning has struggled with state-enforced consolidation

more recently. Its problems are typical. Once the state announced its unifica-

tion plans, the people in Carbon County.were beset by a feeling of apprehension.

There was wideSpread fear throughout Wyoming that the stipulation for unified

districts to be divided into equalized trustee resident areas might give a

greater measure of power and fundingtO more densely populated areas.

In 1969 a Wyoming state committee handed-down a mandatory decision to

consolidate Carbon County by December of 1971. Many issues riding on that

decision were not solved until the spring and summer of 1972, the"exact time

of the Experiw,ntal Schools initiation. For Carbon County District No.

consolidation was a 'ontinuing issue while it was also trying to plan for

comprehensive educattional changein a federal program.



While Hancock was dealing with industrial development and trying to
.

cope with the social phenomenockthat such developTent brings to rural life,

L'arbon was trying tocope with another threat to its rural attractiveness--

a statewide pdlitical thrust into its local autonomy. The events in Hanc4ck

and Carbon are typical of problems in other etral communities, both in per-
t

ticular and as symbols of'largerfl6anges occurring in.rural America.

Five other distric s, Craig,*"tead-DeadWood, Union 58, Quilcene, and

South-Umpqua, have found the process of consolidation divisive. In most

cases, the divisiveness was caused by d'sense of loss of lOcal control and

local identity.

IN SUMMARY

What are the effects of these developmcnts,;hoth in the communities

at large and in their educational systems? Strong feelings towards local

schools, similar to the support given various athletic programs, characterize

a common community struggle. The people of these communities are loyal to

their towns and to their history. They still place a high value on indivi

dualism.

_ Yet t e rural tendercy to exhaust land resources with little forethought
"4,

for future ge erations and for the future'life of the community, as seen in the

early settlement patterns of these districts, has created obstacles to economic

development in rural America. Someof these communities are determined to retain

as much self-sufficiency asthey are ble, to restrict or prohibit economic diver-

sification, and to keep aloof from urban living patterns. Oth.?rs have COme to

sense the need to broaden their economic base and plan carefully the future of

the community. These communities Want. to use outside resources to insure that

they will be able to subsist with some degree of self-sufficiency--a strong

feeling of individualist, and a pride in their accomplishments--without losing

the rural flavor of their way of life.



These den rural school districts bring to the Experimental Schools

proyidm some common historical derivations'and a nigber of similar current

dilemmas. They share with other rural communities a strpggle with school

district-consolidation, a need for increased efficiency, and educational

improvement. Along with most of rural America, they remember and live in

accordance with-g traditional code they are reluctant to put aside.

Their geographic, demographic, dcological, economic, and social
,

structures, however,' are dijverse. This diversity offers the EXperimental

Schools program an opportu ity to observe the operations of educational change

in a variety of settings that, in the conglomerate, represent a wide spectrum

of rural communities.
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CHAPTER THREE

_TEN PLANS:, RURAL ANSWERS TO RURAL NEEDS

The Experimental Schools program emphasizes involvement of the

"total school system" in%any plan for comprehensive change. As a result,

the ten proposals submitted by these small rural school districts are

lengthy documents, a compilation,of a great many distinctive plans for

educational'tchange, adding.up to more than 1,000 pages'in all.

These plans represent a response by local'people to their own

needs as they coMplied with the explic),t nstructions issued by the

Experimental Schools program. These, then, are the final plans submitted

after a year of planning, a time when the proponents for each plan tried

to_assess both community need, direction, and support, and the priorities

of the federal government.

The,-EXperimental Schools program wanted local people to pinpoint

their own poblems and then decide how to solve those problems. Each

plan, consequently, was preceded by numerous meetings between community

groups and school personnel. The plans, in sum, represent what ten rural
4

school districts feel they most need and want in light of their perception of

what the Experimental Schools program would support.

This chapter, a synthesis of these plans, takes as its voice the

stance of the proponents for educational change in each community. The

words used here are a summation of the words used by the authors of these

plans when finally accepted by the National Institute of Education for

funding under the Experimental Schools program.

AN OVERVIEW

This c.i-pter contains a summary of central questinis asked in each

proposal and an explanation of how these communities planned to find answers.

The first section summarizes the goalS these ten small rural school

districts envisioned for themselves. What: did they want for their students,

their schools, and their communities?

28
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The second section synthesizes how they planned to achieve- their

goals. It summarizes and compares the most significant proposals for

change, discussing five centrarkAuestions which the Experimental Schools
Frn

program asked them to answer: k

What were their ans for curriculum change?

How would they provide for teacher training?

What provisions would be made for parents and other citizens
to participate?

In what different ways would they use their time, space and
facilities?

How would they adjust their school organizations, administra-
tion, and governance to effect lasting change?

The third section explains their plans for self-evaluation during

-the life of the project. What questions do they plan to ask in order to

know how well they are achieveing their goals? To whom will these

questions be addressed? HOw will they make use of their answers?

RURAL GOALS

In 1972, when the Experimental Schools program invited small rural:_

school)districts to participate in an experiment in comprehensive

educational change, no attempt was made on the part of the federal govern-

ment to define community or educational goals. The government was

primarily interested in observing the process o.f change in each of these
1

ccemunities. Each community as a consequence,; was asked to set its own

gr.,1s. The government, in turn, would look over their shoulders to see

what it could leaxAfrom them. In order to define what they wanted, each

district asked itself three questions:

How would they like their children to be different?

These ten school districts, widely distributed over the United,

States, are in some respects as.different from one another as they'are

different from typical urban and suburban communities. Yet they share a

common concern, peculiar, they feel, to their rural situations. They

29
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report,t4at their children, separated from le mainstream of American

urban activity, often feel alienated, ignored, and irrelevant. Those

who do graduate from high school find that their education, most often

"traditional"oandgeared primarily for college preparation, has provided

them with few skills they tan use in-the world of work and adult

responsibilities most of them shortly enter.

Moreover, as life patterns outside their own communities have

changed, they have not been helped to see their own environment as

productive of individual success. In recent years, education has seemed

irrelevant toVlife in-their own communities. School has been a place to

be, not a place t use. These ten districts wanted to make their schools

more useful--particularly to those for whom the schools were designed;

their children;

All ten school districts wanted their students to be,better

prepared--for life in the hOmetowns, or localities, but also elsewhere.

They wanted their high school graduates to "master the skills necessary

to participate in the shaping of our community's future". Preparation for'

adult and civic responsibility, and for'the world of work is a central

theme running through all ten projects. Their voices form a chorus:

"AcadeMic programs must have a.purpose that each student can
identify with." 4

"Our Schools will help each student select goals that bear
directly on his future livelihood and happiness."

"Our school system qeeks the realization of improved pupil
achievement and greiter commitment and readiness-for entry
into the world of work or continuing formal education."

"We want to offer students a comprehensive basics program to
allow them to be competitive in modern day society upon
graduation from high school."

"We want to provide a relevant, comprehensive education fkr
students which will prepare them for any vocational pursuits- -
a backgroUnd to cope with livin in this area or any, other
area of their choice."



1

Recognition that students need to be better prepared for the world

of work opened the door to more specific goals for rural students.

Several districts felt that an early educational program
should foster se17-confidence, a necessary prerequisite,
they pointed out, to success.

Many stressed an individualized curriculum throughout the
K-12 programs in order to fit specific studies to individual
goals.

Nearly all wanted basic skills: reading writing, and
arithmetic--solidly built into each child's background in
order to prepare him for all opportunities beyond school.

Rural isolation, many pointed out, often precluded
participation in urban cultural opportunities. They
wanted mere culturl enrichment programs for their students
in order to broaden their scope and perception of life.

Finally, they wanted to initiate programs that would help
students who had not previously experienced educational
success.

How would they like their schools to be different?

Almost all the communities had previou y organized their educa-

tional program through traditional "self-contained classrooms," especiAlly

at the elementary level.' They wanted to expand the components of th se

if
programs to include a wider choice for every student. As one plan stated:

"Many students have tittle conception of life outside our
county because they have had few travel experiences. Our
instructional program has been contained in our classrooms.
Outside of varsity athletics, the community and the school
have little contact."

Their goal: "To develop curriculum where student8 use
community resources and travel experiences to gain a more
realistic perspective of life."

This is a central theme--expaasion of the learning process.

Expansion, for these communities, meant many things. On the one hand, they

wanted to open the walls of the classroom to include a greater visionary

perspective.forstudents.Theywantedtaexpose their students to a

larger environment than previously associated with school work in those

communies.,,, Every community saw its natural environment as a primary

(10
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source for this expansion. They could see that by using their environment

as a classroom, they would be serving two purposes. They would offer

students a relevant, varied program in which to practice classrOom skills;

and they would prepare children for life in their home communities.

Secondly, they wanted to expand the subject matter taught in the

classroom to include appropriate material that would make studies more

relevant to rural life. Materials used to teach basic skills needed, they

felt, to be brought closer-to home so that children could make a connection

between their education and their life outside of school.

Finally, they wanted to expand their teaching methods to include

a range of possibilities for different personalities and learning methods.

Their schools, some felt, had been too tightly structured. Teachers

often felt locked into programs and curricula which had come to be the

end-all in instruction.

"Our faculty was concerned,that they were narrow in their
.approaches to teaching children and were locked into their
curriculum area. For' example, high school math teachers did,
not know what teachers were doing at other instructional
levels or in other,academic areas. They needed to share
their program with other staff members."

Most schools wanted to re-examine their method and'style of teaching

in order to improve their ability to meet the needs of individual children

head on. If, for example, 30% of their high school students went on to college,

those children ought to get a Solid preparation for college work. On the other

hand, those who did not go on to higher education ought to have a total

school program, K-12, which prepared them for other optiOns. This meant,

Y` several'districts pointed out, that teachers and school administrators would

have to spend more time and effort early on to offer interesting and

practical instruction. Several districts expressed a desire to break down

old fashioned concepts of the sort that inhibit personal involvement- -from

teachers and students--in schooling.

Getting rid of inhibiting systems and styles, they felt, was only

the beginning. These school districts wanted to find new ways. They took

a year to examine their options and independently found a few common paths

try eitplore:
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Reorganization of scheduling in order to accommodate
new courses (vocational, outdoor education, cultural
enrichMent programs) and new ways of teaching basic
skills.

Establishment of training programs for their own teachers
and staff.

Restructuring of communication channels in order to
facilitate changein all aspects of the school program.

How would they like their communities to be different?

Extending instruction into the community is one way to bring communities

into the'sehool system. Rural school districts are diffuse, covering

wide expanses of land, serving people who live miles from each other with

no public transportatiOn. Several districts noted that their citizens

felt either apathy pr alienation towards their schools% Many felt

their Experimental School Project would provide a motivational opportunity

for schools to involve their entire community in change..

Most school districts agreed that community involvemept was vital to the

success of the whole program. They planned to use their localities in many

ways and most important, they wanted to give-something back in return:

They planned to keep their communities more informed on
the issues and happenings within the school system.

They planned to seek out citizens to serve as members
of various advisory boards during th lifetime of the
project.

They_pIanned to use their citizens as evaluators.

They wanted to make the whole educational s tem and its ,

facilities more open to the public, more ailable for
a greater number of people of all ages.

They wanted to increase community interaction through
extracurricular activities and shared materials.

They wanted the adult population to come into the schools
and share their expertise; and they wanted the students to
go out in the community and learn through non-the-job"
experiences.

They wanted community representatives to take an active
part in the governance of the system.
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RURAL PLANS

Goals, of course, can emain visionary. They are certain to if

careful consideration is not gien to an implementation program. The

bulk of the proposals includes detailed explanation' of. the school

districts plan to achieve their goals.

Individual plans differ, of course, due to problems and aspirations

unique to one or more school districts. A district located 50 miles from

the Gulf of Mexico is likely to have different priorities than an island

in Alaska. A district with a population of ten thousand people will have

different ways of working together than a village with only 300 residents.

One district is situated near the Canadian border; another near the

Mexican--cultural assimilation and environmental demands affect those

populations in different ways.

Nevertheless, all ten plans, as a body, have noticeable cohesive-
-,

ness, due:perhaps to their determination to have their schools prepare

children for adult life. The proposals have a common theme--"let our children

be prepared."

The following section synthesizes these rural school districts'

attempts to answer the question: how can we achieve our goals?

Curriculum Options

The plans express a desire for change in eight significant

curriculum areas: career education; outdoor education; cultural enrich-

ment programs; basic skills; counseling programs; early childhood and

adult education programs; health and physical fitness; and diagnostic

tqpehliig methods.

Four of the eight curriculum changes were proposed by all ten

school districts. These four are integral to the central preparedness

theme of the p ect and were proposed with a high level of detail and a

strong expression of need. Some districts, of course, provided more

detail throughout theirAplans than others did. The following proposals

are listed, consequently, in an order which reflects their proportionate

emphasis--in terms of detail and expression of need--in each individual

plan even though the authors of some plans defined their projects more

carefully than others.
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Career Education. All districts wanted to live their students

at least a sampling of career experiences, enough to acquire some

direction and a realistic understanding of the vocational opportunities

and requirements involved. Different localities, of course, had different

options, depending on what industries and natural resources were available.

Forestry, farming, fishing, manufacturing, mechanical engineering, and

business education ranked high in their plans. Whatever the local in-

dustries, the schools wanted to make use of them.

Most districts saw ci gradual progression from elementary to

secondary levels of experiences.

"We hope to develop in the elementary school child'concepts of
self-awareness and identity useful in a work oriented
society."

"Junior high students will be exposed to a variety of career ,
options."

"Secondary school students will receive special training through
exploratory courses, and an oppOrtunity to develop skills
likely to be helpful in training at post-secondary levels."

A few districts proposed job clinics; others planned to publish

"human resource" directories in order to match employers and employees;

almost all planned to expand guidance counseling to provide greater

vocational testing, offer employment information, and help students plan,

for careers.

Many districts proposed "mini-courses" at the secondary level in

order to allow students to explore new alternatives. In this way, students

would no longer have to commit taemselves to a whole semester in one trade,

and could afford to sample several possibilities in the spaoe of one year.

One district decided to establish a "Career School" as part of a

four-school organization.

"If a student decides he does not wish to obtain, a high
school diploma, he may enter the Career School without the
basics and work toward obtaining an,employable skill...
An older, out -of- school' learner who may have dropped out
or graduated from high school may enter the Career School
anytime there is an opening."
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Another community wanted its newly instituted counseling program

to stress "specific vocational skills needed for the job market".

Career education stands out as a major curriculum change for

these school districts. Theysaw new vocational programs as a way to

satisfy an overwhelming need to prepare rural children more thoughtf011y

and more practically for a competitive society., How deeply they feel about

this is indicated by their careful articulation that a comprehensive career

education program should be?a serious and vital component of their whole

school system, from kindergarten to the twelfth grade.

Outdoor Education. Outdoor educational programs were proposed

for a number of reasons. Local wildlife, forest reserves, and other

environmental locales could be used as a means of expanding classrOom

confines; as a laboratory for the application of basic skills; and1for

instruction on the problems of community responsibility for natural

resources. Use of these native locales, most schools believed, would guide

their children into a vision of their own community setting as a source

of learning, pleasure, and adult satisfaction.

"Outdoor experiences will begin at the kindergarten level,
with an Outdoor Laboratory. The 6th grade will take part,"
in a Wilderness program. Beyond this students may elect
more advanced outdoor experiences: the 7th and 8th grade
can elect an exploratory program; independent study will
be offered at the.high school level. High school studentS
can also take part in a leadership program which will
train them to assist in the elementary outdoor program."

Another community set five representative goals for itself:

Development of an outdoor area for use as a laboratory.

Programs for the use of areas already developed.

The chance for students to learn vocational skills through
work on construction and maintenance of outdoor sites.

Study of environmental problems and man's role in solving
them.

Use of their environment in programs that offer children
opportunities to develop skills in communicati9ns, decision
making, and problem solving.
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One school district planned to build and maintai a nature trail

as'part of its environmental studies. Junior high Students would be

assigned the task of building the trail. They plrined to'moke benches,"

put up signs, clear a pathway for the trail, cover it with bark mulch,

and produce a guide booklet for distribution.

An important aspect of these outdoor education programs as they

were expressed in the plans is that they have been perceived as a compre-

hensive component. They were planned to service all.. proposed cuiriculum

changes and objectives. Furthermore, it was pointed out that they could

be related t each community's resources -- resources. peculiar to their

isolated locality and essential to their self-esteem.

Cultural Enrichment Programs. Isolation and difficult terrain

meant I that these communities often were estranged from their state and area

cultural programs.

"Our geographic isolation, particularly in the winter months,
has made it difficult for us to develop cultural programs.
No community has sufficient population to attract todi-ing
artists, and there are no theaters, concert or exhibition
halls. The long distances over rugged mountain terrain
to cities which may have attractive musicals, artists'
exhibitions, theater presentations, frequently prohibit
or prevent attendance at these functions."

Whatever the terrain, the need was the same. All schools were

eager to include musical skills and appreciation in their "cultural

enrichment"program. Most planned to introduce a variety of programs- -

country music, folk and rock music, orchestral and choral, hoping that

aspects of popular culture might help in attempts to teach basic skills.

They planned to design workshops for their staff and students,

seek nearby university personnel as consultants, and hoped to acquire

multi-media facilities that would bring urban experiences into their rural

environments.

They wanted their students to acquire skills in a variety of arts

and crafts, both for reason of aesthetic appreciation4Ond practical

training.

"The basic arts and crafts program is designed to cover.. art

history, proper design techniques, texture, color, per-
spective and visual effects. Our students will be exposed
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to tools, techniques, mothods, and means. Students had
more initiative and resourcefulness. The resources are
available but the students do,not know how to use them."

One community planned several "minor cultural events" in order to
y \
nexpose their childre and the rest of the community to the living arts.

'I"We will,spon or a series of cultural activities--including
drama, poetry, dance recitals, art exhibitions, mime,
puppetry, folklore, and crafts."

I .

Environmental programs, it was welt, could help children becomeit
aware of their responsibility tb their unity and its natural resources.

Cultural prOgrams, they hoped, would offer children a sense of the

k

enjoyments they could find in t eir own localities. Furthermore, as they

eV4.deVnoped their own talents, y ped they would see their children

elop a stronger sense of self and community worth.-:'

ho

These communities, many cut off from the rest of the world by forests
-

and mountains, could accept the inevitable absence of an art gallery*. But,

they wondered,'could a program that offered facilities and space to develop a

:local ceramics shop recoup a measure of artistic pride? Rural craftS' needed

to be given more prestige and space in their schools, and these programs were

seen as a beginning.

Basic Skills. Several communities noted that their students

tested below the national average. They wanted to update their-programs

so that teachers throughout the elementary and secondary levels had some

understanding of what others weri_doing and how one area of learning

could be used within another.

They proposed to use a variety of language arts and math programs,

packaged by national publishing houses. Teaphers would help each other

master the intricacies of these programs. Frequent pupil testing and

remedial programs were built in to each proposal.

In keeping with a major theme of "personalized" teaching, plans

were made to allow each student to meet various levels of learning at his or
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her own speed. Elaborate recording systems were envisior.'d by some in

order to keep track of each student's progress--a process made more

complicated, they felt, once a standardized curriculum was dropped.

One community planned to create a "Basics School", an ungraded

individualized program.

"The Basic School will serve all students. It will teach
reading, language arts, math, science, and social studies.
Any one who has not developed minimum cOmpetence in these '

areas will be enrolled. Age is not a criterion."

The Experimental Schools program could help these communities

revamp their basic skill programs in at feast one fundamental way: they

wanted .0 build up their libraries and resource centers so that the

teachers could use primary source material in language arts; so that

children could use multi-media materials to spur interest and provide new

ways of, learning. Basic skills had always been a part of their schooling.

But it had not always been a successful component. All the plans recog-

nized that children had to master basic skills in order to be competitive
,

in a world that required those skills.

The above four curriculum changes sthnd out in the plans as major,

needs. The following four were emphasized by some but not all of the

districts. Within a particular plan personal development programs, early

childhood and adult education programs, health and physical fitness

programs and/or diagnostic teaching methods may be presented as central

to the Experimental Schools Project. When -this occurs, however, it is

an exception. For each,of the following, in fact, no more than two plans

proposed these curriculum changes as a central theme or as a-major

component of their project. Several others, nevertheless, included

iltrograms inone or more of tie following areas as part of their plans.

These components are listed in order of their occurence in all of the plans.

Personal Development Programs. Several plans stressed that parents

and teachers felt many children in these rural communities had very low

opinions of themselves. Although they often lived 10o miles from the

nearest city, and worlds away from urban life, their children were

growing up exposed to television. Their own lives seemed pale in contrast
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to what they saw happening on television screens. They needed to feel

more important -more hopeful that their could have the same range of

aspirations as their urban peers.

These school districts wanted to hglp their children relate more

'positively to adults, other children, their schoo61s, and to the largef

.community.- In order to encourage this process, thq"built into their

variety of counseling services, activities,. and group
*4

curriculum a

experiences:

They proposed to offer courses in family life and community
i'ving at the -elehtentary and secondary leyel.

Th y wanted to rekindle through special projects an interest
in their community's history.

They proposed counselor-training for their staff so that
teachers could offer students special forms of support.

Some schools proposed systems of "peer counseling", in attempts
to get older/students involved with younger.

Some wanted programs that would help students select and carry
out leisure timectivities.

Early Childhood and Adult Education Programs. Several districts

wanted to i clude preschool programs for three and four year old children.

Since this teas often difficult because of the distances between homes

and the necessity of busing very young children for long periods,

two communities wanted to take preschool programs to the children

in vans. Others wanted to offer a limited program, two or three times a

week, in existing elementary buildings.

Adult. education ptograms in arts and crafts, and other useful

studies of local interest were planned by some in order to service the

larger community and involve them more directly as beneficiaries of the

Experimental Schools Project.

Diagnostic Teaching Methods. Although all school districts

stressed the need for an individualized teaching approach in classrooms,

two of the plans proposed a specialized metho4 of insuring this process.

"Diagnostic teaching is a process by which teachers assess
the needs, abilities, and interests of students through a
series of professional decisions. Teachers then use these
findings to design more meaningful learning_ experiences in
terms of needs, abilities and interests of each child."
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Diagnostic teaching, once in operation, offers teachers a series

of check-points of student progress. That is, from the kindergarten

program on through high school, students are tested and exposed to a

variety of professional assessments which assist teachers' analysis

and indicate where programs need to be adjusted to meet' individual student

needs. Plans called for specialized personnel--guidance counselort,

psychologists, remedial teachers--to work,with teachers and students at

crucial periods.

This process, it was felt, could be very helpful in a community

with increasing population--particularly so if the newcomers were arriving

from more worldly school systems. Diagnostic teaching methods would offer

rural teachers a bonus--they could greet new families with a specialized

system that would insure a program specifically prescribed for their

chiidren

rHealth and Physical Fitness Programs. A *few communities,

,particularly one With little in the way of health care personnel*(cloctors1',

'registered nurses or
1

the like), felt that health care would be beneficial

to the whole community if it could be built into the school system. These

communities also wanted to include a strong physical fitness component.

We will familiarize the students and the community with
information on the various health problems in our area-
that are a direct or indirect result of lack of physical
fitness training. We hope that such a program will
promote healthier students; combating our high" abgentee-
ism--primarily due to-improper health care and inadequate
physical development."

* * *

Curriculum revision, all schools agreed, waS central to any plan

for comprehensive change. Their plans, consequently, are' largely devoted

to descriptions of specific courses, tiemtables, and methods to be used in

the above eight major curriculum areas.

Most schools Clearly felt that the more exact they were in working

out this aspect of the Experimental Schools proposal, the greater their

change of accomplishing goals and meeting needs defined by their citizens.

4-
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,One aspect of the plans which does not show itself in the above

listing -of curriculum changes is the emphasis all ten districts place on

the values inherent VI all curriculum areas. In their attekpts to be

more responsive to non-college bound children, they wanted to make it

clear that students who chose alternative educational paths would be

respected and allowed to develop a strong sense of their own worth and

abilities.

Each of the curriculum areas, in addition, were intended to be
t.

consistent with and supportive of each other. Considerable plan4ng,

therefore, went into attempts to weave the teaching of basic skills,

for instance, into environmental studies or cultural projects. Curriculum

changes were meant to show students how they could use what they were

learning as well as offer them interesting ways in which to learn.

Faculty and Staff -- Retraining and Adaptation

Educational change, according to theSe plans, could only take

place with the cooperation of faculty and staff. Some plans indicate a

greater awareness of to burden to be placed on teachers and other staff

than others. Most proponents of the plans realized, however, that their

staff was going to be more visible than ever before. Schdol children were

certain to be curious about a new and varied classroomschedule; p4rents

were going to be watching carefully, and having their say, in some cases,

about what was happening in the school buildings. So teachers, it was

felt, had to be alert. Some plans indicate a systematic effort to help teachers,

feel positive about the changes. The most ambitious and clearly written plans

sh9w an, awareness of a need for teachers tofeel the changes called for would

prove good for them too. Most plans, at the least, proposed some programs to

help teachers come to understand what they would be doing during the life of

the Experimental Schools program and why.

t the _plannthq level, teachers and administrators had an opportunity

to state problems and suggest ideas. Usually, the authors of the plans point

out, there /as a

some aMblvAent,

feelings and to

range of interest in the project- -some try enthusiastic,

some suspicious. The master plans, in response to these

t e stipulations of the ExperiMental Schools program, propose

ra Varietyof supp rt structures designed to provide teachers and other staff



with an orientation to new programs, new teaching methods, new ways of 1handlity

interdepartmental and community communication and the like.

Inservice Workshops. All proposals included ii service workshops

for faculty. These workshops were'intended as short term training,,sessions

in specific approaches to instruction. Some were to be conducted by

outside consultants; others /by teachers within the system who had special

training in one or another of the relevant academic areas. Some workshops

were proposed in an effort4to facilitate team teaching techniques or

coordinate the curriculum inf.]. disciplines. Math teachers, for instance,

could be made aware of current happenings in the language arts so that

students could benefit from a coordinated program.

Summer Sessions. Summer programs in the aAstrict were proposed

for staff to receive a concentrated planning and instructional program.

Some communities saw these sessions as times to acquaiSit teachers with

new materials. Others planned to teach new method of instruction. Still

others focused on career education, or other major new components of the

curriculum.

University Studies. A few districts hoped to bcnefit from the

proximity of a nearby college or university, whose department of education

might lielp,them either set up local summer workshops or provide special

on-campus training for selected teachers. Budgets were provided to cover

soh programs !CT four summers.

---- Extended Contracts and Released Time Provisions. Many districts

pfanned to extend their teacher contracts at the beginning and end of the

school year in order to send some teachers to workshops or Use them in the

reorganization and planning of the project.

A form of "released time "` was also built into several of the

programs: Teachers were to be paid''for days they used to visit other

,Aassrooms, schools, and districts. In this way teachers might see how Other

teachers adapt their talentseto new teaching methods and become acquainted

with problems other than their own.
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Use of Aides and Paraprofessionals. Because teachers' time

and talents were to be taxed heavily, the'pTans proposed that they receive

some classroom help. Some districts set up volunteer programs in an

attempt to involve parents and other local people in the schools and use

them as a resource in such programs as career guidance, outdoor education,

and 'the arts.

Many districps wanted to hire a variety OfAnstructional and clerical

aides to relieve teachers of paper work and additional classroom demands

during the early implementation of the program.

One ichool system decided to select certain teachers as "helping

teachers'. They would be paid additional salaries, work three to four

weeks longer than the regular schedule, and serve as consultants to other

teachers throughout the building.

Some districts wanted to use student tutors: older, more skilled,

students traineeby teachers to assist younger children in individualizdd'

stridies.rh

Video-tapes.fT A few districts wanted their teachers to Video-tape
\

themselves when they were,teaching, then review the tapes later for self-
-
evaluation and sometimes team discussions. They hoped that in this way

teachers would see their own weaknesses more clearly and' would strive to

adjust their style of teaching to the goals of the project.

Staff Development Center. One district proposed the establishment

of a center for teachers in the district to use as a mini-college.

"Teacher training institutions currently lack flexibility to

supply our staff with training that speaks directlylo these

changes of the Experimental Schools Project. A district

center will design regular programs of training and assistance

to meet our specific needs."

Media Centeks.tkiMost of these rural districts wanted to establiSh

media or resource centers. These centers were planned as a major resource

for teachers, who could use them to become familiar with new materials,

to shake valuable selected materials, to discover materials for students

special needs, and to propose acquisitions. Media center personriel could

provide, they felt, valuable advice and experience 41 diss6minating materials.

Some districts planned to use them for a variety of staff development

functions--orientation programs, workshops, and self-evaluation seminars.



In keeping with a philosophy of-individualized instruction, media

centers could provide teachers with another means for offering exploratory

study to independent learners. Several communities wanted their teachers
0

to use them as student libraries of a special sort -- students would be

allowed -time to work an the centers, on materials prescribed for them, a- t

their own speed. In this way, several plans pointed out, students w ho were

ready could reinforce their sense of self-esteem through independent

learning, and teachers could be free tq spend more time with students who

were experiencing difficulty.

* * *

,SObstantial support for teachers had to come, however, from the

tommunity7-and from each teacher's private commitment to try something new.

These intangibles the plans could not'provide. The above eight support

structures represent, simply, an attempt to build into the Experimental

Schoo.s program a number of essential supports for their staff. All ten

proposals_ eflect an understandingthat most rural teachers had walked a

lonely road too long.

In keeping with the crioteria.set down by the Experimental Schoolin

program each school system plahned to turn to its communities for help in

assessing its needs and strengths. Plans were made to include parents and

other citizens in various committee assignments which wer6 intended to help

a wide range of citizens feel.a part of the program. In addition, the

. proponents of the plans felt community participation would give schools

the benefit of widespread cooperation.

All_ten plans intended to establish advisory bodies to
meet regularly and provide interested members of the
community with ccess to school personnel.

Most districts planned to provide specific openings on
governing bodies so that many segments-of the community
'could be represented.

t Most districts suggested that ad hoc committees be formed
wherever and whenever a use for them arose.

Several districts planned to invite the community to help i
its evaluative programs--answering questionnaires,` providing
criticism and the like.
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Providing spaces within the organizational network of the sk4001

was, however, generally a minor thrust in a strong effort to solicit community

interest. What the school districts really needed--much more than friendly

advice- -was help, in a very physical way. Most districts, consequently, '

tried to balance their school's needs with those of the community. One

way to accomplish this was through the development of human resource banks for

use in the school and, in return, offering special programs in the

schools for all sectors of the community.

Human Resource Services. Every district needed volunteers. They

needed them to carry out new programs and to help teachers during initial

periods of the program Whitt' were bound to be exhausting and, sometimes,

trying. Most of the plans called for four specific volunteer programs:

Classroom aides to lend a helping hand wherever needed.

Worksite supervisors for many new vocational and environmental
programs.

Chaperones for field trips and summer camping programs.

Career counselors, gathered from local industries, for new
vocational and guidance programs.

The plans indicate that most school districts hoped voluntet pro-

grams would serve a dual purpose--provide additional resources for new

programs and initiate broader communications with the adult community.

Some communities hoped that by having more parents and other citizens in the

school buildings at various times, they could help bridge the generation gap.

"What was once a natural order for families has ceased to exist
even in rural communities. The disappearance of the extended
family has deprived many children of the opportunity to devel,
helpful relationships with older adults."

Special Programs. If many citizens were going to -) . hard ft,r

better schools, something had to be offered the communit.; for se

rendered. Most communities noted that rewards had to be tangible and more

immediate than the general appearance of happier or more knowledgeable

All plans give evidence of a sense of responsibility to the c



-"ln isolated rural communities, the school is a major social
institution (the only one with any resources) and as such, it
should accept a large share of the responsibility for the quality
of life within the community. We suggest the very nature of the
small community makes it necessary for schools to provide a greater
variety of experiences than would ordinarily be found here."

The Experimental Schools program, many school districts decided,

ould provide an opportunity to show their communities how the schools

could directly service young and old, Many of ehe school districts, for

example, embraced farming communities with special needs and schedules.

In a farming community, summer is an incredibly busy time for
adults. Many men and women work sixteen to eighteen hours a
day. Before the mechanization of farming, even the youngest
child could be helpful. With the arrival of modern equipment
younger children can rarely make a contribution. In our community
this often means that children are left to their own resources
for many hours a day. This is particularly true where both
fathers and mothers work."

The following four programs, most commonly proposedin the plans,

are outgrowths of this specifically rural need.

Summer programs for chil n, teachers, and i erestegl and available

adult!-1 were proposed. They included outdoor educational activities,

remedial work for 5tudetiks, retraining worksh(ps fr tea vs, an0 enrich -

1merat pror3rams for adults.

"Because of our geographical location, three distinct climatic
regions span a distance of only two hundred miles. Though it
is easily accessible, many of our students reach high school
age without having ever visited the Pacific Ocean....Thrs
provides us with an opportunity to study a new environment first
hand....Students will travel by buS to a state operated visitation.
Camp....Two groups at a time will live for five days at a camp to
study the coastal zone. The students will fish, gauge tides,
record temperatures and wind velocity, dissect sea animals,
study plankton, collect driftwood, visit a Coast Guard station
and have fun creating seascapes and sand sculptureS."

Recreational programs of all kinds were expanded to include more

people the community -- children during the summer months, adults during,

the wii,ter. senior citizen needs were surveyed by some; time and

were also to be made available for their activities.



Certain curriculum changes, such as an environmental education

component, might attract, it was proposed, a number of skilled workers

(lumberman, foresters; fishermen, etc.) and community leaders into special

programs--camping trips, on4the-job experiences, travel and so on

Finally,,adult education classes were seen as a magnet for

community involvement. Through these courses, and other recruitment

drives, several districts sought to attract citizens who had never gradu-

ated from high school, especially young adults who had recently dropped

out but hoped, to finish their education.

The proponents of the plans hoped that these proposals would

coordinate the efforts of the whole community in making the Experimental

Schools program all-embracing. Even if their plans for a broader approach

to the education bf all citizens were not as successful as the architects

of these plans hoped, one consequence, they were sure, would follow--the

schools would be more visible in the community as new programs were

initiated-and expanded out into the localities. Some response seemed bound

to be forthcoming.

New Ways of Using Time, Space, and Facilities.

Most communities planned to make school facilities open to com-

munity use in more ways than had previously been the case. Recognizing

that school buildings were vital-resources, sometimes the only solidly-

constructed, flexible facilities-available for community use, most school

districts agreed to make them available to a number of community groups on

an "after hours basis." This was an important "show of faith." A commun-

ity drama group, for example,: that had struggled for years suddenly found

a high school auditorium available to them, as well as resources for ad-

vertising and promotion.

Many schools planned to open their media centers to the public.

Much of the material purchased through the ExperiMental Schools

funding could" be given broader use, the plans point out, if it ,2ouid

used by other groups and individuals.

( SIi



"The Media Centers will be opened at 7:30 a.m. for students and
teachers to use their resoprces before school begins.
They will remain open till 5:00 p.m. during regular school days.
The Middle/High school facilities will be open two evenings a week."

Many districts had a hard time scheduling curriculum changes.

They wanted to find time for many new programs without cutting short what

they already had established. It was easier to expand their use of

time- through summer programs and later weekday hours--than to restructure,

sensi)ly and with a sense of innovation, existing schedules. Several

schools planned, nevertheless, to make use of "mini-course" concepts,

"block scheduling", elective programs on special days ("Friday electives"),

and to eliminate semester scheduling. One community planned to change

their course. commitments at specified times, called "opening dates".

Most ok the buildings in each school system had been constructed to

service traditional self-contained classrooms. One way of converting

.,

limited space into'versatile space was to construct "learning centers"

within each classroom. A few communities wanted to use media centers

to create learning cubicles and rotate materials so that individualized

programs could benefit.

The most significant change in attitudes toward the use of existing

space could be-said to lie in plant to expand classrooms by including the

outdoors. -Many communities had never thought of their natural terrain as

a learning laboratory before, though once the concept surfaced, the pos-

sibilitiesseemed suddenly limitlesS. Not only could they use space

differently, but "school time" could mean all hours of the day and all days

of the week. Programs could extend into weekends, vacations, and summers.

New programs, of course, meant new uses of some space. Someone had

to push over to make room for preschool and adult education programs.

Several communities, however, had left over space they were only too

happy to turn over to art and career workshops, or to preschool and adult

education programs.

A few communities felt that traditional time-credit systemS of

matriculation were obsolete, and planned to eliminate the four-year high

school concept altogether. A student ready to go on to adult responsi-

bilities before that time, they felt, should be able to make alternative
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scheduling arrangements, and earn a high school diploma,, in advance of

others in the same curricular track. This would prove, they felt, a

striking innovation in several rural areas where students were needed for

full -time employment at an early age. Even so, these same students

eventually needed &diploma in order to pUrsue further education or new

employment possibilities.

Many communities planned to help teachers find time to plan for

these various changes without straining tight schedules to2the breaking

point.

e will alter schedules in order to provide time for teachers
and administrators to participate in Consulting Groups and in-
service training activities. As soon as the plan is ready for
implementation, students will be dismissed one afternoon every
two weeks to provide additional flexibility for the staff in
terms of planning and meeting."

Rural communities often found it difficult to conduct after-school

activities because children had to be bused long distances to their homes.

Two plans called for after-school bus runs to and from outlying farming

areas so that students could participate in various enrichment activities...

musical programs, athletics, clubs, environmental projects.

Two planS called for "interim periods", usually a week, when students

might pursue individual'studies or projects. Afterwards students would be

asked to evaluate their use of time and facilities.

One plan summed up the dream of many for expanding the facilities,

space, and time of each school System.

"A major goal of this project is the development of a school
curriculum in which the boundaries of the classroom are un-
limited. A community-life centered curriculum is the extension
of the'natural learning environment, with the school classroom
serving as a coordinating center for a variety of experiences.
In this curriculum the community and the school move closer
together as resources are shared cooperatively. Within the
community and beyond, travel is an integral part of the goal.
It is an effective tool for developing awareness, exploring
ideas, and interests, building skills and generally bringing
the student into a better perspective with his world."



Organization, Administration and Governance

The Experimental Schools program presented many of these communities

with a dilemma--how could the existing administrative and governing bodies

oversee the project without taxing already overworked individuals and up-

setting long established lines of command? All communities had school

boards already weighed down with responsibility. Every district had_a

superintendent--also overworked.

"Small rural districts have traditionally faced one major
problem in administration which larq6-urban districts haven't
had to contend with--the scope of administrative responsibility.
Small district school personnel find themselves trying to be
'all things to all people'. The result is often a very superficial
kind of involvement in all phases of educational management and
leadership. This makes the sharing of decision-making authority
most difficult. It would be unrealistic to copy the complex
administrative hierarchy typical of a large district. For
example, a rural system could hardly justify assistant prin-
cipals in each building or assistant superintendents for each
major area of district services., We need a different type of
organization,"

The EXperimental Schools program permitted these districts to

experiment with some possible answers. At the planning stage each

district had'do6overed parents and citizens wil4ng to express strong

interest--a real community voice. The problem was-how to keep those

parents and citizens involved. The first step in that involvement would

come with the assignment of those most dedicled to some sort of adminis-

trative body.

Many districts, therefore, planned to, reorganize their governing

bodies so as to embrace two separate functions: advisory and decision

making.

Advisory committees were designed primarily to keep a flow of

communication going between school district and school staff. They could

also function, however, as a means of assuring school personnel that the

Experimental Schools Project was working. Through knowledgeable reports

from these committees, school staff could modify its plans in any way

thought practicable.

For the first time, some districts made provisions for students

to serve on steering committees. Sttudents were to be elected to. represent

their peers:, on all sorts of ad hoc committees, advisory councils, and

administrative cabinets.
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The decision-making arms of these systems were accountable toltheir

elected school boards and superintendents. Several school districts had

discovered teachers who were dissatisfied and otherwise alienated from the

lines of command; The plans reflect an attempt to bridge that gap and

provide for administrative functions by using teachers in vital governing,,

evaluating, and coordinating roles. No school district could afford to

hire extra help.for all the governing jobs necessary. So this system

of placing teachers, parents* and students on committees to oversee the

implementation of the project could serve a dual.puxpose.

One community set up a curriculum cabinet in order to review pro-

posals that came in from advisory councils'or individual teachers.

"The cabinet's major function will be to screen all curriculum
proposals to determine if they fit into the comprehensive
program, if they can be evaluated, and if they are feasible."

Most districts planned to hire extra help, nonetheless. As most

superintendents were given the additional job of being project director,

supplemental help was needed in the ranks just below superintendent level.

Several school districts therefore hired a project assistant. In thisIk'tgay the

superintendent of schools maintained direct authority and responsibility

for the project but delegated considerable detail work to his assistant,

a post planned only for the duration of the project.

RURAI, JUDGMENTS

The federal government's prime objective in funding these ten isolated

rural school districts for a five-year experimental project was to obtain

knowledge from each district and, together, from all districts, so that
i

rural communities all over the United States could benefit. It was for this

reason that they arranged for Abt Associates to study the program.

But the government also felt it important for each district to study

itself during the course of the five years. In this way the districts could

keep track of whether their plans were working, and make changes when they

seemed necessary. For this reason, each school-district was required

the Experimental Schools program to plan an on-going evaluation program in

order to answer, for themselves, the question: how will we know if we are

achieving our goals?
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Each school district was asked to provide, at the outset, procedures,

that mould help them evaluate themselves. Four basic evaluative steps were

to be established at each site:

A System for Self - evaluation

Districts.planned to have parents, teachers, students, and

staff take part in evaluative procedures. Some planned to use frequent

student, teacher and parent questionnaires. Some planned to train teachers

to iise attitudinal and basic skill testing materials. Social workers,

guidance counselors, and occasionally psychiatrists were needed.

School districts anticipated that this kind of support personnel could hel

teachers*as they encountered special problems.

Teacher workshops were proposed. They were designed for group
.

( ,discuhion of new teaching methods and styles. Teachers and administrators

were td be asked to file annual reports on the progress of the programs they

were involved, in.

A few districts planned to hire professional consultants to help

them with their evaluations; but for most, the process was to be an

internal affair.

Districts planned to conduct comparative Itudies from year to yeat

in order to measure progress made since the program began._

"The local evaluator will examine component records, conduct
visitations and/or int4rviews to assess how these activities
have been met and will make recommendations for further
prdgram development."

1,nte pretation and' Use of evaluative Results

Atperiodic intervals, appropriate personnel planned to collate

material athered at thegrass roots level. Decisions about the

success or failure of arious progra's couldn't be postponed. In this

way, on-going evaluation meantA;seful innovation during.the life-time of

the project, not st .t the end.

"The local valuator will conduct a longitudinal study to
determine if high t.choo1 students involved in the Language Arts
program continue their education as participants in the Adult
Education program,"
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Dissemination of Results

The community-at-large, and the teachers, needed to know how things

were going and what was to be done about aspects of the program that were

not a success. Newsletters, reports and meetings were planned to keep

everyone up to date.

"Community inventories will be used as a basis for gaining
opinion andeinterest and as a means of transmitting relevant
information to the community."

Modification of Plans

The general purpose of on-going evaluation is to allow for adjust-

ment in the plans, as a result of community feedback while the project is

in progress. On-going evaluation meant that occasionally everyone would

have to go back to the drawing board to, solve whatever was going wrong.

IN SUMMARY

Ten rural school districts, widely distributed over the United States

but united in the belief that their school children need, deserve, and can

benefit from a program of comprehensive change, have cited the problems

each believes most fundamental to its school and cOmunity context,'and

outlined the tact*s each believes most likely to produce polutions to

their problems. A number of districts share common problems and propose

comparable strategies for change. But each has also put forward a

diagnosis, and plan of-action, all its own.

Taken as a group these plans propose a wide range of possible

solutiong to current educational needs of rural youth.
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CHAPTER FOUR

EARLY PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Chapter Three exploref ten small' rural school districts' plans

for comprehensive educational change. This chapter examines the experience

these communities are having implementing those plans. It is an interim'

report. At the end of this five-year prgject we may find an entirely dif-

ferent picture in each district. This does hot mean that material gathered

so far ip not useful; on the contrary, it provides us with a history of

the early process Of change,in a wide range of rural localities.

At the end of this program, evaluative research undertaken to

study each project during each year is needed in order to pull from this

experiment methods for educational change for other rural school districts.

This chapter explores some material accumulated to date and presents some

early pictures of what seems to be happening. It is divided into two

sections. The first section describes the process of change as we conceived

of it in 1972 (before we began our study,of these ten districts). It

clarifies the types of education41 change these districts are attemnting.

The second section answers two questions: at differences in early ES

implementation are evident within'tshie ten districts by the end of the

1973N-74 schbol year? What glistinguish ble pattern4 emerge out of the

early attempts of all ten to achieve co prehensive ducational change?
4

In the discussion whicAlfollows we have not attempted to answer

these questions definitively. 'Rather we have chosen to illustrate our

approach with a few examples derived from the preliminary analyses which

we have conducted to date. A more complete analysis will be available

in 1976.

: THE PROCESS OF PLANNED CHANGE

Students, of planned educational chanje generally view it as at

proces of introducing new educational programs into a school syStem within.3
a series of definable stages. New programs require careful planning and

analysis. Recognizing a need for changes is conceived as the first step,

soon to be followed by a period when new programs can be proposed, weighed,



tried, modified, and/or rejected. In.theory, the process of,planned

educational change can be separated into five stages:

Needs assessment

Initial planning

Early implementation

Later implementation

Institutionalization

In practice, some school districts may meld these stages. Based upon what

is presently known by others about the change process, lasting planned

change generally requires a systematic progression through all five stages.

There seem, however, to be many pitfalls along the way. It isexpected

that educators may be forced to abandon or drastically modify some plans

during the first four stages. How long a school district devotes to Bach

stage usuarly depends on the type of changes it has undertaken, Whatever .

the type of change, careful attention generally must be devoted to each

stage in order to achieve a smooth transition to the next.
S

Needs Assessment

Planned educational change theoretically begins when key individuals within

a community or its educational system beqome aware of discrepancies between

what a school system is accomplishing and what it ought to be accomplishing.

The impetus for an awareness of these discrepancies can come from one or

more of the following:

Student enrollment increases.

NeW'families and new students bring about a dramatic
change in the social makeup of a school district.

A regional r..editing agency files an adverse report.

A new school board member is elected.

A new superintendent of schools is appointed.

A new source of external funding is announced.

These events may produce several other activities bound to

spur on an educational dialogue within a community:

Educational shortcomings are discussed at public meetings.

Citizens' committees form to learn more about the schools.

Newspaper articles are often critical of the schools.

( IN0



Local-educators produce studies of school problems."-
,

Community groups issue school surveys.

If a school system and its surrounding community agree that

changes are needed, this stage may be a very brief one. If serious dif-

ferences of opipron persist, it could continue for many years, with little

noticeable progress.

Initial Planning

Once there is agreement during the needs assessment period, a

school district may elect to enter a period of systematic planning. This

stage, the "initial planning' period, is a particularly crucial time for

communities and school systems. Vague goals need to be clarified and

made sufficiently explicit to serve as effective guides to action. During

this stage, proponents for planned educational change within a community

may produCe a formal statement which articulates ways community and edu-

,ational goals can be processed into action--for example, the ten plans

described in Chapter Three.

cThe "initial planning" period is a time when teachers may visit

other school districts in the midst of impllenting some kind of change so

that they can see how others cope with new programs and teaching methods.

Communities may decide to set up ad hoc committees derived from local/

educators And various interested citizens

can be tapped. Some commtnities,may hire

to carry out comprehensive changes and to

istrators the process of planned change.

so that a

consultants

clarify for

d span of ideas

to help find ways

teachers and admin-r-

This period enables communities to plot their long term involvement

in educational change. Theoretically, at its conclusion, the motivating

forces in each school system will have acquired widespread support f)r an

extended period of innovative educational programs.

Early Implementation

The transition from "initial planning" to "implementatio*" i a

crucial one for a school district undertaking planned educational change.

During the early implementation stage, new Programs and activities begin.

Often this requires a rearrangement of school schedules and physical

space, as'well as a MOditication of many rules and regulations. .trek411,,,n 1 ,

teachers, pupils and parents must learn new roles and relationships.
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The early implementation stage is a period of polovitial tension

and di6equilibtium both within the school system
t

and between the school

system and:its community'. Even With thorough initial planning, a host of

unanticipated problems seem to arise. Once implemeN.7ntation
i

begins,
-.. , -

,,-

difficult to return to drawing board to decide-, forqexample

To whom teachers 'Should turn for assistance in solving
problems associated wi h a new curriculum.

it is

Where teachers can find the time to learn the intricacies
of a new instructional approach.

When citizen members of advisory committees should have
a major say, and when this responsibility resides with

elected school board members.'

All change imposes§tresses and strains upon schoolg as organizations.

Some can be handled easily, others not. If-the individuals most responsible

for implementation of new programs -- or those most directly affected by

them -- are not able to resolve these tensions, the changes in prospect

may have to be substantially modified Or even abandoned. conflict between

teachers and administrators is likely as b0.h groups struggle to discover

how to change some established educational patterns without unnecessarily

disrupting their own lives.

Later Implementation

Usually at the end of the first year of intensive early implemen-

tation a point is reached where a consideration of possible "mid-course

corrections" seems warranted. A honer -of questions, such:as the following,

may require discussion and reevaluation:

Which innovative activities seem to be working and which

do not?

Whit modifications seem warranted?

Are there any components that need to be abandoned?

Are there any new components that should be added?

Fot example, the Experimental Schools program did not necessarily

expect districts to implement all new procedures at cnce. Most planned to
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decide, in advance upoj a logicar seguelice of,activities and systematically
. '

add new ones as they become more experienced. Some districts would try

out selected activities tially, in order to learn first hand,which ones

might work and which ones might not. Regardless of the approach, all

school districts undergoing planned change seem eventually to reach a point
,

where theymust pause briefly to assess their progress, make some hard

decisions aboit what is,working and what is not, reorganize their innovative

effort, and then push forward This is the transition point between "early"

and-"later" implementation.

Some districts may have planned, for instance, to introduce at the

early implementation perioda new reading or mathematics prograM. New

curricular materials and a more democratic teacher-pupil relationship

may have been expected to be eqally essential to the success of the pro-

gram. After the first year, however, several sctools might conclude

that the new materials are quite effective but changing teachei--pupil

relationship is more-difficult than they had exl,ected. They might decide

to include some staff tzdining. sessions. For the following year then, they

mightscl'edule teacher workshops, plan for teachers to visit other school

districts, orctreate special summer training programs.

Once a school district is able to feel that its "new' programs

are no longer disruptive to its organization, that crises and conflicts

seem less frequent and intense, it is expected that the final stage in the

process of change can begin:

Institutionalization -

An innovative program has been conceived as "institutionalize

when its components have become so accepted by an ongoing educational

.system that thei are no longer viewed as "experimental." leachers,

students, .;:/Ministrators, parents and other citizens no longer speak

tteir programs as being "new." They come to accept their i ovative

t_,roorams as the established way things are done. However; ,Dne or two pookets of

hard-oore resistance may prevent successful zati.n._

In order to evaluate whether or not a school district has success-

fully institutionalized its plans for change, certal :luestions must be

asked: For example,



Have the policy manuals of the school district been formally
modified to acknowledge the changes being.: implemented?

Has the regular budgeting of the school district been changed
to provide for local funding of all instructional roles, curric-
ular materials and administrative roles created by the change
effort?

Have all relationships created by the change effort been widely
accepted by teachers, administrators, students, parents, and
other citizens?

If the answer to such questions is "no," institutionalization of the planned

change is unlikely to be achieved.

TYPES OF EOUCATIONAI, CHANGE

Not all educational changes are alike. We have found the plans

of these ten small rural school distridts described in Chapter Three to

be different in"two important ways:

they differ in the comprehensiveness of changes to
be implemented, and

they differ in the scope of changes to be implemented.

These two terms--comprehensiveness and scope--have specific meaning,

and usefulness in the analysis of planned educational change. The fol-

lowing is an explanation of their use in this project.

Comprehensiveness

At the time of its announcment of a nationwide competition, the

Experimental Schools program defined comprehensive educational change as a

process which must involve at least the following six "facets" of a school

system: curriculum; instruction and staffing; community participation;

use of time, space, and'facilities; school organization, Aministratin,

and governance; and ongoing evaluation. Although each school district

was required to respond to all of these six facets, their plans show that

the emphasis they placed on each one varied from district to district.

This variation, it turns out, is useful. It provides the Experi-

mental Schools program an opportunity to study several different appr,,-2acro

to comprehensive educational change.
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Ey the end of the 1973-74 School year, for instance, a picture of

ow well each school district had been able to carry out programs of a com-

prehensive nature indicates that some schbol districts were experiencing more

visible success than others. On the basis of our analysis to date it appears

that this variation is due to two major aspects of the initial planning staff..

The first factor involves the claritI of the document resulting from

the planning process. Those school districts who were able to produce ex-

complete, and carefully thought out plans for the program have, so

far, appeared to be more prepared for the complex processes involved in edu-

,:atienal change. Their plans, have served as important blueprints for all

,:f the practical problems involved in their programs.

The second factor involves the strategy each school district selected

for their implementation process. Certain school districts planned a gradual

introduction of new programs and methods into their school systems. Others

planned to introduce the major proportion of their project all at once.

The term scope refers to the measurement--how "big," how "widespread,'

"difficLiit"--of a particular school district's aims for any facet of change.

ieir plans also differ in the scope of their intentions:

Some plan S call for a very small amount of change
in a particular,facet (for example, curricular
changes only in reading), while others call for a
much larger amount of change (for example, curricular
changes in reading, mathematics, social studies and
science).

L-1cme plans indicate that changes in a particular
facet will be limited to a single school or grade
level, while others suggest that changes will be
widespread throughout the entire school district.

Tome plans call for the type of changes in a.
particular facet which seem to be rather easy for
any school district to implement (for example, the
adoption of a new textbook series), while others
want to try some changes that traditionally' have
been extremely difficult to implement (for example
team teaching) . Further, .pome plans call for changes
which are similar to what existed previously while
,Ahers call for very different ones. renerally speak-
ing', the degree of difficulty is closely related to
th,, similarity or difference of the proposed change

what existed previously.



Any attempt to compag these ten districts on the degree to which they have

in fact implemented educational change must take into accoun'1 both compre-

hensiveness and scope. In order to assess early ES implementation, then, it

was necessary to measure three "dimensions" of scope in regard to each Of

the six facets of comprehensiveness.

How big are the changes taking place?

How widespread are the changes taking place?

How difficult are the changes taking place?

Figure 4.1 presents graphically the 18 questions to be asked of each

of the ten school districts at various points during the change process.

This survey was conceived as a way to measure the three dimensions of change

within each of the six facets of comprehensiveness. For example:

Question 1 asks "how big a change in curriculum
has been achieved?"

Question 5 asks "how widespread a change in
instruction and staffing has been achieved?"

Question 18 asks "how difficult a change in
ongoing evaluation has been achieved?"

The results of this survey rank each school district in comparison

with the other nine for each of the 18 questions. Each district was also

assigned a single overall rank ("scope score").
1

Although it is common

,
1
A rank on "early ES implementation" for 'each of the ten school

district;' was computed using the following procedure:

1. The ES project within each school district Was divided into a series
of "components" as specified in the final plan for that project.

2. For each component that was being implemented in the spring of 1974,
the "facets" of comprehensiveness which it contained were identified
by our on-site researcher.

3. For each facet a separate score for each of the three "dimensions"
of change being implemented was computed from data supplied by our
on-site researcher.

E.,:trift..eS were then averaged across comp° ents, projuc iriq one re for
each of the ten school districts for each of the 18 questions in
Figure 4.1.

Each district was t n ratked relative to th
on each of tre 18 scores.

r districts on

Finally, to create an overall rank, the 18 ranks for each district were

averaged and the resulting ayq.44pist ranked.

13'
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FACET OF COMPREHENSIVE CHANGE
DIMENSION OF COMPREHENSIVE CHANGE

How big is it?
v

How widespread is it? Ho difficult is it?

Curriculum Question 1 Question 2

,

Qu stion 3

Instruction and Staffing Question 4 Question 5 Question 6

Community Participation Question 7 Question 8 Question 9

Use of Time, Space, and Facilities Question 10 Question 11 Question 12

Organization, Administration, and
Governance

Question 13 Question 14 Question 15

Ongoing Evaluation Question 16 QuestiOn 17 Question 18

Figure 4.1. Eighteen questions which must be asked to learn about the scope of comprehensive educational change.



practice to express a high rank with a low number, this system expresses a

high rank with a highl number. The district with the highest rank, in the

scope of early ES implementation, consequently, receives a rank of "10" and

the lowest a rank of "1".

Variations in rank show once more how some of the, school districts

tried to introdOce more programs than others in the aggregate, but that

emphasis in individual programs varied, 4s the quantity and quality of

change being implemented. For instance, certain school districts

emphasized curriculum changes in the first year; others concentrated

on staff development or on organization, administration and governance.

Other school districts emphasized "big" changes at the expense of " "widespread"

or "difficult" ones. Some school districts tried to initiate some change

in most facets, but held back from introducing any difficult change.- mat least

during their first implementation year.

A study of this survey indicates-at this point that some interesting

patterns of implementation may be emerging.

First, the early implementation of certain types
of change seems particularly critical to a high overall "scope
score" whereas others do not.

Second, some scores which determine how bii44,how widespread,
or how difficult changes are seem related tO-each other
or to some of the scores of the six facets.

Third, of the six facets of implementation studie , certain
pairs seem to relate to each other.

The following section examines how differences in comprehensiveness

and scope, and how different patterns of change are currently affecting

early implementation of these projects.

DIFFERENCES IN EARLY ES IMPLEMENTATION

Our first effort to assess the "scope" o comprehensive educational

change achieved by each of these ten school districts was made at the end

of the 1973-74 school year., At that point, each of the ten districts

had been through a year of intensive initial planning followed by a

year of earl, implementation. In sMe districts, these first

two stage- overlapped. We.Iaw this as an ideal time to begin to get a

sense of where the distrik stood in their efforts to lmplentent change.
7;,
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Our assessment of these ten school districts at this time is only

in terms of those changes which have resulted from their contracts with the

'6,110000 ExperAental Schools program. We excluded all recent change which could not

be attributed to the initiatives of the Experimental Schools program such as

$

ESEA Title III projects which had been underway
for several years.

State funded educational change projects.

Other federal funding received subseauent to
the ES grant.

We were careful, therefore, to distinguish in our survey between those

changes which were directly attributable to the initiatives of the Experi-

mental SChools program and those which were attributable to other sources.

Our answers reflect only the scope of early ES implementation.

The discussion which follows makes no judgment about the eventual

"success" or "failure" of these ten projects. It is simply too soon to

know. During the next several years we expect to discover within these

ten districts a variety of ways which may enable other rural school districts

to achieve lasting educational change, Only then, will we be able to say

which approaches to early implementation are likely to work best for which

types of school districts.

Relationships Drawn from Early Implementation Data

Each of the ten plans reviewed in Chapter Three placed considerable

emphasis on curricular change. These ten small rural school districts ob

viously intended to give priority to this facet of their program during the

1973-74 schooi year. However, in June 1974, the ten districts had had vdry-

ing success in implementing curricular changes,

Question 1 asked;

How big a change in curriculum_ had been achieved
in June 1974?

Figure 4.2 presents ag4aphical representation of the answers derived,,from

each of the ten school districts. The scores range from a high of 95 (indi-

cating that 95 percent of all relevant curricular areas within the school

system had undergone some ES-initiated change) to a low of 10 (indicating
/-

that only 10 percent had undergone such change).



Big

Scope of
Curricular
Change

Little

A C F G

School District

J

Figure 4.2. The scope of the curricular change being implemented is much bigger in some of the
ten school districts than it is in others.
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The results of our survey, furthermore, show that school districts

not stressing curriculum as much were more actively engaged in staff devel-

opmenta first step, as they saw it, towards implement#tion of curriculum

changes later on. School districts may not be able to simultaneously empha-

size major changes in curriculum and staff development during an early

mentation year. A choice may be necessary.

Another relationship is seen in a study of th6se districts emphasiz-
,

ing "big" curriculum changes. Those districts do not seem to have "wide-

spread" implementation of their staff development procedures. Rather, staff

de,ialopment is limited to particular skills. WorkShops seem to be limited to

a few teachers who teach certain subjects or certain grades. They tend to be

"one time" events rather than extended or ongoing in-service training. They

are more likely to simply impart information rather than affect the teacher

role significantly.

There also appears to be a relationship between changes in curriculum

and in the use of time, space, and facilities. Many "big" curriculum ,

changes seem to involve changes in the use of time (such as "mini-courses"),

the use of space (such as open-space clasrooms or groupings), and the

use of facilities (such as career workshops, new audiovisual equipment,

etc.).

Anothe relationship exists between community participation and

organizationw,administration, and governance. Increased community partici-

pation seems to have ramifications for the organization and governance of

the school district. Boundaries between the school system and the communi-

ties become less defined and old ways of influencing decisions change_ A

bala ce in the authorit* tructure changes. Community members, parents,

even pupils find themselves more aware of what isgoing on in ,the schools and

become more involved in day -to -day operation of the school system.

In some school districts, this relationship has taken the form of

an active curriculum cabinet or advisory committee. In others, community

participation has been limited primarily to involvement (as students and

ir tructors) in adult education classes. The latter has influenced the

community's awareness and interest in the school s,. but has had less effec_

on change in governance.

PePorts derived from similar surveys may be more revealing at t 4-.="

end of the program than at present. If, for instance, a school district with a
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very low score on the, curriculum implementation in 19Y4, but with a higher

score on its staff development facet, reaches 1979 with a high curriculum

score on an institutionalization graph, the conclusions drawn from all of

these reports will be very different than they might be now. In this way-

these graphs serve primarily as historical pictures which will eventually

document an evolutionary process--a process currently in progress and con-

sequently without, at this time, any final suppositions.

Difference Between Extreme Districts

There is considerable variation in the rankings of these ten school

districts on each of the questions. In fact, no district had the same rant

for all eighteen queStions.

Figure 4.3 presents the ranks on each of our 18 questions for the

school district which we ranked highest and lowest in overall scope of early

ES implementation. There were three questions for which the districts that

ranked highest and lowest overall, also ranked:highest and lowest:

How big i s implementation of curricular change?

How big is implementation of changes in instruction
and staffing?

How difficult is implementation of changes in organi-
zation, administration and governance?

However, on all 15 other questions, these two districts diverged from their

,extreme differences in,ranking.

In no instance did rankings of the two districts reverse, although

in one instance (when we asked the question "how wide read is implementetion

of change in instruction and staffing?") their ranking is very close 04 7S.

2). Although there is a tendency for the distriCt ranked highes in overall

scope of early ES implementation to also be ranked highest on answers to eac"

of the 18 questions which constitute that ranking, the pattern for the diS!-

trict ranked lowest is not nearly as uniform. Similar variation exists for

each of the other eight school districts.
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Figure 4.3. A comparison of thedistricts highest and lowest in overall scope of early ES imple-
mentation on each of the six facets and three dimensions of comprehensive educa-
tionel change. (The numbers at the top of the columns refer to the rank of that
district on that questioh. A rank of 10 is the highest; 1 is the lowest}



PATTERNS OF COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATIONAL CHANGE

These ten small rural school districts differ considerably in the

t

strategies hick they have apparently developed in order to achieve lasting educa-

tional char e. Some have emphasized changes in organization and governance, others

changes in curriculum. Some have emphasized big and widespread changes; others

show changes which are more difficult to achieve.

Two very different "patterns of change" are represented by those

districts to which we have assigned a rank of 9 and 3 in the overall scope of

changes. Change profiles for these two districts have been presented in

Figure 4.4. This graph demonstrates how the district that ranked 9 in overall

scope seems to have adopted a change strategy which emphasizes big and

widespread changes in:

curriculum

community participation , and

organization, administration and governance

In this first year of early ES implementation, this district placed relatively

less emphasis on changes that were difficult.

The district that ranked 3 in overall scope seemed to be adopting a

very different approach to comprehensive change. It seemed to be placing more

emphasis upon changes that were difficult, partic4larly those

Instruction and stalking

'Community.. participation, and

Use of time, space and facilities,

This distinction between these two school districts is particularly

dramatic in the case of community ,participation. The district with a rank of

9 overall had the following ranks on each of the three dimensions of scope:

How o g a change? 9

How widespread a change?

Flow difficult a change? i

The d,,itr ct with a rank of 3 overall had the following ranks on

trC-?0? diMenS1'.141S:

How trig a chang,?? 1

now widespread a cl.hanqe? 1

How difficult a change? 3
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Figure 4.4 Not all districts had the same pattern of early ES implementation. Some tended to
emphasize changes which were big and widespread, others changes that were difficult.
(The numbers at the top of the columns refer to the rank of that district on that ques-
tion. A rank of 10 is the highest; 1 the lowest.)
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Clearly these two district4s have taken-very different approaches

to the participation of citizens within their educational systems. One has

attempted changes'in citizen participation that were relatively big and wide-

spread, but relatively easy for any school district to implement. The other

has attempted changes in citizen participation that were relatively difficult

yet chose to introduce those changes in a small and limited way. What, impli-

cations might such a difference in strategy have for the lona-run institu-

tionalizationtof comprehensive educational change?

Answering that.quest.Lon at this point-would be speculative. It

could be presumed, for instance, that a school district able to involve its

citizens in a series of "big" and "widespread" changes, whether or notthev

were relatively easy, ought to be able to recruit its citizens for a new

stage--taking some "difficult" steps.

Likew4,p, it could be argued that a school district able to introduce

"difficult" changes, even though in a limited and small way, ought to be

able to build on that experience. Having gone through the worst first, change

might be easier thereafter.

Material gathered so far should ja21, however, be used to fuel such

speculative assumptions. These early surveys serve primarily as indicators

of how small rural school districts may "trade off" emphasis on one or

another facet of comprehensive educational change in order to cope with

the total impact of such massive program. If any conclusions are to be

made in 1974, theY'ought to be limited, for instance, to the significance

of this trade-off policy. Smalltrural school districts may find that they

cannot uniformly introduce educational change in all six facets of the

Experimental Schools program during an early implementation year. These

ten rural school districts may also find it impractical to introduce

change at a consistent level--equally big, equally widespread, equally

-difficult. V

The long range significance of choices made by these school

districts at this stage will, furthermore, not always beapparent. As

Chapter Two demonstrated, edu6ationalchange'does not occur in a 'vacuum.

The rationale behind each school district's plan mos*-. likely depends on

the ppoiliarities of its u tuation. Chapter Five exarnirtes community and

school character that seem to b,=, -SSO iated with these de- sions.



CHAPTER FIVE
A

WHY ARE SOME PROJECTS FURTHER ALONG THAN OTHE

As of June 1974 differences among the ten Ext,.erimental Schools
4 0.

projects are substantial. These districts vary both in their overall

scope of early ES implementationand also with respect to each of the

18 questions which we asked in forming that judgment. Why is this

the case? What is there about these ten small rural school districts which

might explain why some of the projects were further along than others at

the end of the 1973-74 school year?

We have organized our search for answers to these important ques-

tions around two possible explanaAions:

We looked at the community beyond each school system to see
if various characteristics of that community might explain
differences in early ES implementatidn.

We looked at the school system as a complex organization to
see if various organizational characteristics of it might
explain differences in early ES implementation:

There are, of course, several reasons why such community and organi

national characteristics could influence the process of educational change.

In general, ,we were guided by the assumption that public education in rural

America does not take place in a social vacuum. What 'goes on in schools can

be very much inflUenced by a variety of external factors (of the type described

in Chapter Two) which either block or facilitate the type of plans described

in Chapter Three. Some of these factors require change to occur mire rapidly;

others prevent its occurrence; some srimply create a setting in which change is

more difficult; still others create a setting in which change _ easier.

In considering both the community at large and the organiZa-

tion of the school system itself we are making no assumptions about the-

inevitability of the various "social factors" we have identified. ''e believe

that their effects are real, however. Efforts at comprehensive change

used in this program will need to take them into account. If lasting

c-haliqe is t,e1 be achieved in other small rural district, str,ttegi beiiq

used by these Experimental

local conditions.

ools projects till seed ,td be modified. tit



Many community characteristics are beysnd the control of both

citizens and educators. Still their existence must be acknowledged nt

any carefully planned effort at educational charfge. And while the school

system's organizational characteristics are clearly more sublet to

alteration by educators and interested citizens, even these are not always

easy to modify without very careful planning.

The focUs for this interim report is solely upon the "early

implementation" stage of the five-sage process described in Chapter FOur.

The various characteristics which we have found to be predictive of the

scope of early implementation may not necessarily be the ones which by

l97 will prove to be most predictive df the scope of institutionalization --

the final stage. In fact, both our theoretical framework and the experience

of those who have studied this matter within other types of organizations

suggest that successful institutionalization does not necessarily follow

rapid implementation.
1

The conclusions presented in this chapter are based upon an analysis

of only the overall ranks introduced in Chapter Four. In most instances,

these ten ranks have been grouped into three discrete categories: high,

moderate, ancflow. In no case is /he overall rank of early ES implementa-

tion'perfeetly correlated with a community or organizational charactctistic.
4.-

Thds, 'there ate im ortrAnt exce tion-s-' to every one of our conclusions. 61

come instances, these exceptions are no doubt caused by imperfections iral

,

way in which 'fie have measured "either the scope of early implementation or the

particular factor be ng,related io'it. however, in most instances they

probably reflect the fact that the phenomena we seek to explain are very

cotip4ex and involve simultaneous interaction among many factors. Clearly the

relationshipsbetweencommunity and organizational factors and early Ls

mentation which we describe are more complex than we currently realize. 14

future reports, some of this complexity will begin to unravel. Until

can at best merely note general trends, speculate about why they seem to exist,

and caution against overgeneralizirg from these interim findings.

1See, for example, Jerald. Hale and i ticlhael

Complex Organization (Hew_ York :' :Random House, 1970P.
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WHICH COMMUNITY CHARACTERISTICS MAKE A DiFFERENCE?

Cur analysis of how community forces affect the -process of educa-

tinaI ,thange has relied on several sources:

We studied newspaperc and other public documents,
available in ea&I community to learn about historical
trends.

ri

We .>chainined in detail the 1970 U.S. Census of

Population for each school district, to learn about
its current social and economic characteristics.

We sent questionnaires to a cross-section of
citizens within each community to learn about their
attitudes and values.

-we have found that many characteristics of the larger communities in

Which these ten efforts at educational change are taking place appear to be

salad to the scope of early ES implementation. Although there are exoef--

Ot aess. a high scope of early ES implementation tends to be associated

fanDl:b17 with:

An expandiftg

A _opulation that is relatively large L rural standatds,

A population that is relatively c.onoentrated geographically.

A population with relatively similar social and cultural
haracteristipi:s,.

population with relatively easy access to a metfopid. ir_an

area,

cp131atic,n not reoentii.','unified ac feorqanieCI, as a sc-noo4
a or

in mi.)!<7 income,

wn:Jm:n a seittiv

is tnete athot thi

*055 0.: ot foot ohs otiL 1 t7 of

55 hasi

t-,,ffaqq

f.1.-Mt7H asia I c.onfcltion cn tne tat a as
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the stage of development of a community.

the social and cultural similarity of a
community.

the general quality of life in a community.

Stages of Community Development

There are important distinctions in the stage of development of

rural communities which parallel similar distinctions among nations, states,

and regions. A host of demographic characteristics of rural cwmunities

distinguishes them in their ability,to implement educational change.

Although all ten of these rural school districts are "small" by

urban standards, some are considerably smaller than others. In gene-..al, the

smaller the population of the school district the less advanced its early

implementation (Table 5.1).

All of these ten rural school districts are economically "poor" by

urban standards, Most lack an expanding tax base which can be easily tapped

for the support of their public schools. In general, within these relatively.

poor districts the lower the median family income of a school district, the

lower the scope of early implementation (Table 5.1).

These ten rural school districts also show decidedly different

patterns of population growth. SoMe have been losing population In the eriod

between 1960 and 1970i others have been growing rapidly. Districts which ere

high in implementatien tend to be those which, have rapidly increasing popula-
,

tions (Table 5-1).

The experience of- _ ling with increasing numbers of pupils appears

to offer an advantage. An influx of families from other communities may

bring new into these rural districts. Adding new classrooms to

ac,,:-omodate n pupils may be insufficient; communities often feel a push

to adapt to gaality and form of their educational programs. Rural school

i strict.' which are not rel. tirelatively large, growing or wealthy often mlast

Make a special _
to siobiiize tktose human and economic resources which

discfs L,Ike ear imPleme d,

01



TABLE 5.1: SCHOOL DISTRICTS EXHIBITING A HIGH SCOPE ()PEARLY ES IMPLEMENTATION
TEND TO HAVE DIFFERENT DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS FROM THOSE
WHICWARE MODERATE OR LOW

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTIC
SCOPE OF EARLY ES IMPLEMENTATION

Low Moderate High
(N=3) (N-4) (N=3)

1 Population in 1970 4,600 4,200 6,700

2. Rate of population growth:
1960-1970 2% 0% +16%

3. Median family income (adjusted
for nqn-metropolitan regional
cost oil living differences) $7,264 $7,582 $9,375



1

Social and Cultural Similariti

Rural America is characterized )py a wide -range of intercommunity

social and cultural patterns. Some communities share common racial or

ethnic traditions; others are more diverse Some communities have one or

two major industries dominant in their districts; others have a diverse

economic base. Some communities share a common religious preference; others

provide a wide range of religious institutions.

In general, early ES implementation seemed to be most advanced in

those school districts which are homogeneous in their social and cultural

characteristics.

It seems reasonable to speculate' that there are social and cultural

"cleavages" within some rural communities which maketimplementation of edu-

cational change difficult- Various citizens often disagree on educational

goals, and on how to accomplish goals. When this happens, differences re-

garding political, moral, or ethical issues (often unrelated to matters of

education) can spillover into the schools and make the implementation of

educational change particularly difficult. Those school districts with

homogeneousliocial and cultural characteristics seem to have an advantage

when it comes to the early implementation of educational change.

Quality of Life

"Quality of life" can mean different things to different people.

To some it is merely community development; size, wealth, and growth means

quality. To others it is more closely associated with social and cultural

background; for them, being with others of similar background means quality.

Quality of community life can also be viewed more broadly--how well a com-

munity helps individuals achieve their basic social needs. In our assess-

meat of this aspect of a community, we asked a cres - section of itizeits

tell us how satisfied they were with sere

fifteen areas of communit.; life.

Schc,o

1-Hab1 c. welfare i of

the receive fr,--4110



Health services

Protection of the natural environment

Housing

Economic strength of farms, industry, banks and stores

Social services such as family counseling, adoption, youth,
and elderly programs

o' Newspapers, television, radio, books, magazines, and telephone

Buses, trains, planes, boats, cars, and roads

Police and the courts

Recreation and leisure activities

Churches

Family life

Citizens were asked to answer in terms of a five-point scale ranging from

am very satisfied" (coded as a 5) to "I am not satisfied" (coded as a 1).

On the average, citizens within these school districts are only moderately

satisfied with the quality of community life. However, in general, the more

satisfied citizens were, the higher the scope of early ES implementation

(Table 5.2). A community with citizens at least moderately satisfied with

the quality of life seems to provide a climate in which implementation of

educational change can be more rapidly accomplished.

WHICH OPJIANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS MAKE A DIFFERENCE:

In order to understand how the organizational nature of these school

dastric influences the process of educational change, our researchers:

Sent questionnaires to all teacher s and administ ators
within each school district tr.: learn aLout their life
histories, role performance and current attitude ,s.

';:-2;ent_ sc,eciai u _ti onrta ires itc., the

projet dirers, and princils t o leaf

their r,-,les within the

'ltudied ret and
ate_:,ut _ (

and 1,



TABLE 5.2. SCHOOL DISTRICTS EXHIBITING A HIGH SCOPE OF EARLY ES
IMPLEMENTATION TEND TO BE CHARACTERIZED BY A HIGHER
QUALITY OF COMMUNITY LIFE

INDICATOR OF QUALITY OF
COMMUNITY LIFE.

,
.

SCOPE OF EARLY ES IMPLEMENTATION

Low
(N=3)

Moderate
(N=4)

High
(1%13)

1. Schools 3.3 3.3 3.5

2. Jobs 3.4 3.5 3.6

3. Public welfare for the handicapped,
aged, and children 2.9 3.1 3.0

4. Local government 2.8 " 2.8 3.0.

5. Health Services 2.9 3.1 3.0

6. Protection of the natural environment 2.9 3.1 3.0

7. Housing 2.8 2.8 3.2

8. Economic strength of farms, industry,
banks and stores 3.2- 3.1 3,4

9. Social services such as family counseling
adoption, youth and elderly programs 2.8 2.9 3.0

10. Newspapers, TV, radio, books,
magazines and telephone 2.9 3.0 3,1

11. Buses, trains, planes, boats cars and roads 2.9 3.0 3.1

12. Police and the courts 1.9 2.3 3.0

13. Recreation and leisure activities 3.1 3.5 3.5,

14. Churches 3.9 3.5 3.9

15, Family life 4.2 4.0 4.1

Average across all 15 indicators 3.0 3.1 3.3



From this research we noted a large number of chara,:teristics which appeared

be related-to the scope of early EStimplementation. With some exceptions,

'chose school districts most advanced in thei implementation could be choilcter-

by;

An experienced faculty

Strong leadership from key administEators

A team of committed leaders ,r

ot I

Teachers and administrators ready for change

Teachers and administratqr5 dissatisfied 'witfahat they have been
able to do for their students

Teachers and administrators witn recent access to new ideas

Frequent coordination of teacher planning activities

Past experience with systematic educational change

What is there about these characteristics which seem to affect the ability
40

of a school district to implemnt comprehensive educational change?

We have formed five general conclusions on the basisof our e 4eti

ence to date. The scope of early ES implementation increases with:

thoroughness in the planning process and clarity of plans.

breadth of the desire for change and the recognition
that more needs to be done for students,

- past experience of the district with systematic change,

degree of commitment nd_,ccntinuity of educatinal
leaders, and

and centrdlir.z.atn:yo

wIkhin the school dLAric*.

Planuinq

-n,d In atS Orvi,, 161 Jne l'?-;h2 each ch'.

S awa0J-2d a c,ne-Seat qraht Lo the CX12e1.-,ig0_?1A,Tal

th--1 a 1,',,--a-dc-tefolh,-d o1as fdr damIs -gan,fle
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staff to the preparation of a five -year plan for comprehensive educational

change,within that district. AithougA this was not alway3 clear to either

the school board members or the professional staff-within the districts, the

planning year was seen by the staff of the Experimental schools program as

critical for developing not only goals and methods, but also commitment and

enthusiasm.

The ten school districts differed substantially in how they used

the resources made available through their planning grants. In all

districts citizens were confused about this commitment which their school

board had made to the Experimental,Schools program. Was this a grant of

money to raise the salaries of teachers and administrators? Was it a grant

to buyfnew textbooks and supplies? Was it a grant to add nrd. additional

classroom space? The answer to all of these questions was no, but it took

a considerable while "in all ten districts for the unique requirements of the

Experimental Schools program tote widely understood by teachers, administra-

tors, and involved citizens.

Once a commitment was understood, some teachers and administrators

in some'districts were alarmed and angered at their school board. In most

districts,the letter of interest had been the work of a single peson (often

the superintendent, but sometimes a key principal or teacher). Thus many

teachers and administrators were caught off guard. As a result a'great deal

of time had to be set aside dUring the planning year to explain to educators

and citizens the opportunities and responsibilities associated with the

Experimental Schools program. In some districts teachers and principals were

angered by the excessive demands the Experimental Schools 'pri;!,gram would make
'4

upon their professional autonomy and persona:. lives. Why had they not teen
,

consulted before the Letter of interest was submitted to Washington in April,

or at least e the grant document was signed in Jun, Citizens in some

communities also resented the apparent intrusl2n of the "federal government"

in their affairs.

these and ethder reasons t,..4 year A d 7ult

ill to LA th,l,se rural distrits _r 1 districts

t_h.,-Lre was at least of ceint at whi i.:-;tqe t ,,u ht was dio.i,n to se,,,,-_,rind

the r ..ations with the ,,eiwenla1 "-=',.--noo.:J1 'E:.,r,--111,11.1q: th's= rt=',-dit-,- (--4 it
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times during the planning year, and_oUered additional unsel by telephone.

Still, each district found the preparation of e five-year plan to be partic-

ularly demanding.

None of the districts seemed to have a realistic understanding of

how demanding this planning period would be. In previous Title II ands Title

III grants, they had written 'very brief an often vague proposals. This

time they had to prepare an extensive blueprint (soirte of the, plans eventu-

ally were in excess of 100 pages). Although these districts could hire

consultants for some h*lp, they were advised to use consultants as a supple-

ment t3)/local planning and not as a substitute for it.

There is a relationship, naturally, between this one-year planning

process and the scope of early ES implementation. Although it is difficult

to quantify the quality of the ter plans, it is apparent to those who read

them carefully that they differ considerably in their clarite and their

grasp of how their educational systems could be different in five years.

In general the scope of early ES implementation ranks higher in

those school districts with clear and concise plans than in those where the

plans seem cloudy and diffuse.) The most effective plans haveespelled out

various roles and responsibilities associated with new educational approacn-

es. Teachers and administrators know what is expected of them. Parents and

students understand how their experiences are likely to change.

Those districts unable to clearly define their goals and methods

Seem to have experienced particular difficulty in implementinc comprehensive

change. Without a clear plan to refer to teachers, administrators, parents,

and students seem to have spent considerable time and energy 41tritagling to

clarify what they should do.

Desire and Impetus for Change

In Juie, 1973, after the E*perimetai Sc:hoo1is ;:rogr,m had tentatively

4 a.±epted their five-year plan each-ot these ten rural sch,Dolditti,tts-

sitned a long-term contract with the federal go,:ofiet f :c th,-

-inentat ion of thei± prt,gratth At that:time, rah distlAc-t le45 I l< L.2,und

t o,, u't the federal lands to tLOLt its dUot,iOus1 h--°° n the

si'Jec-jil-.2d in its PO u SI boagrds distL'ict

dkoiritint, the-,;dli,trits Aiftred in t.ly oLteip
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in our analysis of these differences during the Fall of 1973, we

asked all teachers and administrators the following question:

4 In your opinion, was it a good idea for your school district
to become an Experimental Schools proie4-2t

Across the ten districts, the percent of respondents who answered "yes"

to this question ranged from a low of 39% to a high of 83%. Even after a

year of planning and of general dissemination of the opportunities provided

by this program, there were many differences among the ten districts in the

degree to which teachers and administrators welcomed this opportunity.

School districts found to rank high on the scope of early ES implementation

generally had a higher percentage of teachers and administrators who suP-

ported the project than did those found to be low (Table 5.3).

A similar finding emerged when we asked a cross-section of citizens

ic they thought the new funds from the Experimental Schools program would

improve their schools. The results show that 21% to 66% of citizens who

responded felt such benefits would arise. Districts ranked hi in the

scopelof early ES implementation generally have a higher percentage than AP

those ranked low (Table 5.3). It seems, consequently, that in those school

districts where both school personnel and community residents are skeptical

of the ability c,f the ES project to benefit the community and its youth, the

scope of early ES implementation has been adversely affected.

In order to assess the Ottent of impetus for change and the sens

tivity within the school district to the need for systematic change, we

asked teachers and administrators whether they felt that each of the follow-
(

ina was a serious problem for their schools:

We hae too many pupils who do not have the
6.-::3degdc. ability necessary to succeed in shool.

Too few of our graduates are able to succeed in
whatever .ix.ficol or college they go to next.

Wr, felt teat tueL response to the first statement could e us some

'of the, deee to which teaches and adwinisti-ates saw the lualit,.7 of the

'taw oaterial' with wetli foust the

Ii ctsis: i!SeiVers to t5 scnd 'lest i,-e th,*-

,TjuAity the 'tinidned if(tAh rh,=;e
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TABLE 5.3. SCHOOL DISTRICTS EXHIBITING A HIGH SCOPE OF tARLY
IMPLEMENTA1ON TEND TO BE CHARACTERIZED BtA BROADER
COMMITMENT TO CHANGE

INDICATOR OF COMMITMENT TO
CHANGE

SCOPE OF EARLY ES IMPLEMENTATION

Aill.ow
. 3)

Moderate
(N = 4)

High
IN = 3)

1. Percent of teachers and adminis-
trators who feel that their ES
project was a "good idea" 59 59 68

2. Percent of citizens who feel
that their ES project will
improve Weir schodls 34 47 46



Figure 5.1 portrays the-degree to Which-"raW materials" and "finished

products" are seen to be a problem for the school. It demonstrates that

school-districts low in early ES implementation generally perceive their

pupil raw materials to be more of a problem than do those districts of moder-

ate or high early ES implementation. However, districts low in early S

implementation do not seem to accept as much -,L-stionsibility for the subse-

quent lack of success of their students. In the districts moderate or high

in early ES implementation, there is generally a much greater discrepancy

between the-two types of problems. Evidently if teachers and administrators

sense that the school district is not doing as much as it could for its

pupils, this provides an important impetus towards early implementation of

comprehensive educational 0a941.

kj)

Experience aneKnOwledge Base

These ten small rural school districts, as noted above, differed

in their experience with previous efforts at systematic educational change.

Although the extensive planning required as part of the Experimental Schools

program was unique for all ten districts, two districts had had much more

experience with systeMatic change efforts than the other eight. Both of

those districts seemed to have had a head start in the early implementation yf

their five-year plans. Although in both of these districts there seemed to

have been considerable teacher resistance to fsirther systematic change, -the accu-

mulated experience with previous change efforts seemed to overcome such

resistance and expedite implementation.

Another dimensi. on of the accumulated experience of a school district

is tyre numbe4- of years teachers have taught in their present school and

school district. Small rural schools have been particularly plagued by

teacher turnover. The turnover rates from one year to the next are often

in'excess of 50 percent. Those districts which ranked high in the scope of

early ES implementation generally had teaching staffs with more local expe-
4.46..

rie _e than those which ranked low (TaLle 5.4). Although one might be

tempted to argue that youngAand inexperiencedperienc rj teachers bring

witf-? them a certain freshness and receptii chance charac`teristio
eir exper e! id ii.olleagues arduNent does net hold r.w, in

these tO small. rural T,-no,Di profesional exrJerience thit2

pr_ese and scho,:Di di taut tr, tte a

1 _aefltati
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Ser Iglus
Problem

Moderate
Probltm

Minor
Problem

No
Problem

Too few of our graduates are able to succeed in
whatever school or college they go to next.

We have too many pupils whado not have the
academic ability necessary to succeed in school.

1.8

2.0 2.1

Low Moderate High

SCOPE OF EARLY ES IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 5.1 School districts exhibiting a high scope of early ES implementation tend to be
characterized by a large discrepancy between -the degrce tc which pupils as "raw
materials" and as "finished products" are seen to be a problem.



TABLE 5.4. SCHOOL DISTRICTS EXHIBITING A HIGH SCOPE OF EARLY ES
IMPLEMENTATION TEND TO HAVE TEACHERS WITH GREATER
EXPERIENCE

INDICATOR OF TEACHER EXPERIENCE
SCOPE OF EARLY ES IMPLEMENTATION

Low
(N = 3)

Moderate High
(N = 3)(N = 4)

f ,
1. Average number of years of teaching

experience in their present school
district 4.0 years 4.7 years 5.6 years

2. Average number of years of teaching
experience in their present school 3.4 years 4.5 years 4.6 years



Commitment of School District Leaders

In all ten school diStricts the school board had formally contracted

with.the Experimental Schoo]e program of the National Institute of Education,

to implement their plans. Avertheless, the commitment of school district

leaders during the implementation year (particularly that of the superinten-

dent) varied considerably from ane listrict to the next.

Apparently the scope of early ES-Amplementation'dependg heavily upon

the commitment of school district leaderS, particularly that of the superin-

tendent ,and his key administrative aides. If a superintendent provided the

impetuSjor a letter of interest and then took-en active role in the prepara-

tion of the five-year plan, that district tended to be high in the scope of

early ES implementation at the end of the 1973 -74 school year. If a superinten-

dent had not provided the impetus or had been replaced by a successor with
ti

different ideas, then that district was often less successful.

Early ES implementation also *seems to have been affected by the support

provided a superintendent from his administrative team. If a superinteh-
..

dent seemed to be acting on 41s,own, if his key aides did not share his

enthusiasm, implementation was often impeded.

Centralization and Coordination of,,Decision Making

During the planning year, the staff of the EXperimental Schools

'program stressed the necessity of involving a.widd spek trum of school'and

community sentiment in the planning process. .Districts were encouraged to

form advisory councils which included parents and students as well gs

teachers and administrators. This requirement underscored an assumption
11

widely held by educational planners, that if meaningful locally-determined .

five -ye plans were to be prepared, and if there was to be Support for

the implementation of the plans once created, it would be essential to

have participation from those responsible for plan implementation.

Each of the ten districts made some provision for "participatory
6i

democracy" but advisory counsels' influence over the planning process varied

considerably among the,ten districts. Figure 5.2 presents graphically the

degree of influence of the school board, superintendent, central office

staff, principals, teachers, parents and pupils in the districts which rank

thehighest and lowest in the scope of early ES implementation. Our scale

of influence runs from a ldw of "zero" (no influence at all) to a high of

4
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A Great 4.0
Deal

Some 3.0 ..

O

4) Very
2 Little
tu

6

Almost 1.0
g None

2.0

),None

District with HighestScope
of.Early ES Implementation

District with owest Scope
of Early ES InipltmentatiOn it

2.5

2.3

4.0

3.7

3.4

2.7

1.6
1.

School Sup.nti- Other
Board *Indent Central'

Staff

Principals Teachers Parents Pupils

Figure 5.2. The School District Highest in Early ES Implementation is one in wjtich the Superin-
tendent and Key Aides exerted greatest influence in the Planning Process. The School
District Lowest in Early ES Implemeptation is.one in which relatively greater infltiouce
was exerlect,py Principals, Teachers, Parents and Pupils.
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our" (a'great deal of influence). It is apparent tri.Figure 5.2 that the

district which ranked highest in early ES implementati icon be character-

ized ast.one in which the isuperintendent and his key aid s pla4yed'the crucial .,

role in't planning process with minor roles being playe by principals,

teachers, parents and pupils. On the other hand, the dis rict found to be

lo4est in early ES implementation apparently took more seriously the.demo-

cratic

on a broa

ssumptions of the Experimentak-SchOols program; however, ek asis

base of power and influence in the planning process did not seem

to bear fruit during this etrl.limplemantatiort dtage,

This pattern of powelfand. influence in* the planning proCeSs is not
* . .

merely confined to two
,

extreme districts. In Figure 5.3 OV districts are

examinqpIaOter being classified as high, moderate, or low i early ES imple-

mentation. Although fot all three type of districts e superintendents are

generally reported to-have exerted more influence on I planning( rocess than .

.

14,
did principalsthid_distinctiolo-iS particularly pronounced in th e districts

ranked highest in the scope of early ES implementation (Figure 5.3).c

Early implementation s ems to be most advanced in those districts

where authority and decision-making powers were cent UT in the superin-

tendent and one or two key aides. Such firm, centralizeircontrol may be

necessary to achieve broad' coordination of theproject anct/to properly allo-

cate resources. New comprehensive programs similar to the Experimental

Schools yrogram seem to need -strong leadership to cut red tape,-and other-

wise prepare thre entire-school system'for change. Centralized leadership

also seems necessary to counteract resittAnce to ohange. Whenever influence-
-,

is exerted bY subordinates (or by outsiders) the change process can often be

co-opted, diverted, compromised, or even sabotaged. Although a decentralized.

schoo4'system ins often advocated on the grounds that it is more "flexible"

than a centralized one, such flexibility seems better suited to facilitate

natural (i.e., unplanned) change. When "comprehensive planned" change is

the objective, flexibility dur *ig the plaAhing and early.,implementation stage

seems to inhibierapid implementation.

In the long run, these results may offer different perspectives:

a long period of strqng leadership by the superintendent clay-undermine the

initiative of subordinates and didlurage their identification with the fate

of the project. Their commitmentfto the project may last only as long q.s

current funding (or the current superintendent). It remains to be seen

(1
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'44\.
Decisive 3 -

)'4

Superintenddnts

Degree of
nfluence

En the Moderate 2
identifica-

n of the A
type of system_
wide changes

'jo be implemented

Minor

M

None

2.6
2.7

2.9

High,

SCOPE OF EARLY ES IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 5.3. School districts exhibiting a high scope of early S implementation tend to be characteriz-
. ed by a large discrepancy between the influen of principals and`the superintendent in the

)identification of the type of system-wide chaaits to be implemented.
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I

whether this strategy of strong centralized leadership'which seems to be
,

t
,.

effective dring early iniplementatiVn is.also effective forinstittutional-
1

. -

ization of change. Will districts which now show the most adviAced scope
.

of early E implementation be able to create changes which/persist beyond
,

I ,,' f.
federal'fund ,.technical assistance, and contract monitoring? Ory,71.11

- ,
idistrictt-which depend more'h avily on the participation of,principels,

teachers, parents, and pupils eventually achievekoretlasting change? More

materials will be available to answer these guestIons next xear.


